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Every field of study has a set of domain-specific concepts that anyone who desires to 
work in that field must know and understand. Most students who pursue university 
degrees in engineering trust that their education is designed to provide them with this 
knowledge. But does it? In electrical engineering (EE), conceptual understanding of 
electrical phenomena has rarely been addressed. Even though the presumed goal of 
instructors and students alike is to learn the concepts of electrical phenomena well 
enough to be able to use the concepts to design useful things, it is difficult to determine 
whether this goal is being achieved. The purpose of this study was to develop reasonable 
representations of the mental models used by senior EE students as they thought about 
and worked with electrical phenomena. Focusing on students’ mental models of threshold 
concepts in electrical phenomena can thus increase knowledge of students’ conceptual 
understanding, which can contribute to systematic research into pedagogical and 
assessment methods in this area of study, which forms one of the most basic and 
fundamental areas of knowledge needed by EE students. 




What do senior EE students’ mental models of the fundamental electrical 
phenomena of voltage, current, and the relationship between them look like? 
The theory of mental models claims that everyone organizes their understanding 
of the way the world works by constructing models in the mind by which they both 
explain phenomena that they observe, and make predictions about what is likely to 
occur in a given situation. 
To observe the students’ mental models in operation, semi-structured interviews were 
used to engage the participants in a conversation concerning their knowledge and 
experience in applying electrical ideas. Using discourse analysis, a representation of each 
student’s mental model was created, consisting of a concept map and a short narrative. 
While the models were all different, analysis of them as a group led to the emergence of 
five dominant themes, or ways of thinking. 
The findings of this study have implications for the course of study that these students 
are engaged in. How effective has it been in developing the conceptual understanding that 
they will need after they graduate? Knowledge of the outcomes of a course of study: the 
conceptual understanding of these students, the misconceptions present in their models, 






CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
The focus of this study is the conceptual understanding of electrical phenomena by 
senior Electrical Engineering (EE) students at a major American university. Within this 
domain, the key concepts of voltage and current were chosen, since they represent 
Threshold Concepts in this domain, that is, concepts that act as portals or entry points that 
are fundamental to the understanding of the domain (Meyer & Land, 2006). This study 
sought to develop representations of the mental models used by senior undergraduate 
students as they discussed these concepts. Since understanding is an internal, mental 
process, it is difficult to observe or quantify. Naturalistic inquiry featuring semi-
structured student interviews was used to observe conceptual understanding qualitatively. 
 
1.2 Purpose of the Study and Research Question 
The purpose of this study was to develop representations of the mental models used 
by senior EE students as they thought about and discussed electrical phenomena. Thus, 
the research question addressed by this study was: 
What do senior EE students’ mental models of the fundamental electrical phenomena 




1.3 Rationale for the Study 
Every field of study has a set of domain-specific concepts that anyone who desires to 
work in that field must know and understand (Carnes & Streveler, 2011). Most students 
who pursue university degrees in engineering trust that their education is designed to 
provide them with this knowledge. But does it? In recent years there has been much 
discussion about aims, goals, and objectives of engineering programs, resulting in such 
guidelines as the well-known ABET criteria (ABET, 2011). But in the course of this 
discussion, there has developed some confusion between the assessment of student 
learning and program evaluation (Heywood, 2005, p. 10). Heywood observed that the 
discussion: 
“Tends to ignore content in favor of learning skills in the cognitive, 
affective, and psychomotor domains, yet the understanding of a key 
concept is as much a learning objective as are the development of 
skills in analysis and synthesis (Heywood, 2005, p. 10).” 
Recent research in engineering mechanics (Montfort, Brown, & Pollock, 2009), 
physics (Redish, 2000; Wieman, 2005), and electrical engineering (Bernhard & 
Carstensen, 2002; Carnes & Streveler, 2011) indicate that this understanding of some key 
concepts is an objective that is not being met. Montfort observes that while students 
become quite skillful at performing calculations, doing homework, and passing tests, the 
evidence indicates that they do not usually understand the course content very deeply. 
This deep understanding, or “conceptual understanding,” he defines as “The beliefs and 
framework used to acquire new knowledge or perform new applications of old 




underlying a calculation, including the context, purpose, necessary assumptions, and 
range of reasonable values expected.”(Montfort, et al., 2009) 
While this lack of deep understanding has been studied in physics education for many 
years, (Chi, Slotta, & deLeeuw, 1994; Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer, 1992; 
McDermott & Shaffer, 1992), it has only recently been addressed in the area of 
engineering education. In their 2010 Final Report, the Center for the Advancement of 
Engineering Education found that “Seniors in Mechanical Engineering (ME) and EE did 
not understand concepts such as force and voltage well enough to explain them” (Atman, 
et al., 2010). In interviews with faculty, Atman observed that most engineering faculty 
members believed that students did understand these concepts and were quite surprised 
by the findings. This represents a recurring pattern seen in many studies of this type. 
When presented with the possibility that their physics students did not understand the 
concepts they were teaching, Redish (2000) and Mazur (1997) did not believe it at first. 
But then when they interviewed their own students, they found that this was in fact the 
case. When they presented their findings to other physics teachers, they encountered the 
same level of disbelief, followed by surprise, as they had experienced. Schoenfeld (1992) 
found the same situation in mathematics education. When giving a presentation to 
graduate students on undergraduate misconceptions, he was surprised to find that the 
majority of graduate students (TAs and future faculty) present had the same conceptual 
problems that he was describing. 
In an effort to assess the teaching and student mastery of core EE concepts at a 
western university, the faculty developed and implemented a concept audit exam for 




reasoned that while the students may have understood these concepts at one time, they 
had apparently not mastered them, and thus needed additional motivation to master them 
before graduating (Parent, 2011). 
Within the domain of electrical phenomena, conceptual understanding has been most 
frequently addressed in the context of the outcomes of individual physics courses. It has 
rarely been addressed in the context of an electrical engineering curriculum. But there is a 
fundamental difference between students in physics courses and electrical engineering 
students. As Jilek (2006) pointed out, this difference lies in their motivations for studying 
the subject of electricity in the first place. In a physics course, the goal of the instructor is 
for the students to gain an understanding of electrical phenomena as they occur in the 
natural world, while their students’ goals are usually to learn the material and manipulate 
the equations involved well enough to pass the test before moving on to the next topic. 
The goals of the electrical engineering curriculum are fundamentally different. The goal 
of the instructors is for the students to learn the concepts of electrical phenomena well 
enough to be able to use the concepts to design useful things (Jilek, 2006). Bernhard & 
Carstensen (2002), while comparing student motivation to performance, found that while 
some of the more motivated students have the same goal, to gain a deep understanding of 
the material, many were motivated primarily by the desire to learn the material just well 
enough to pass the courses without much interest in gaining a deep understanding. The 
point here is that for evaluating electrical engineering students’ understanding of 
electrical concepts, it is not sufficient to rely on the studies of physics students. 
Conceptual understanding may (or should) be much more important to EE students, who 




practice. Because of this, the focus of this study is on students’ learning of these concepts 
in the context of an electrical engineering curriculum. While concern about students 
achieving conceptual understanding cuts across many disciplines, to investigate 
conceptual understanding in a specific domain will require a focus on the key concepts 
and the misconceptions particularly associated with that domain. Some work of this type 
has been done in the area of statics (Douglas, Santiago-Roman, & Streveler, 2010; Ruth 
A. Streveler, et al., 2006), software design (Bucks, 2010), and DC circuits (Evans, 1978; 
McDermott & Shaffer, 1992). Bernhard (2002) observes that most student conception 
studies have been in the area of mechanics, while those concerned with electricity have 
usually focused on pre-university students’ understanding of simple circuits. He found 
that very little research had been done on university students’ conceptual understanding 
of electricity. The intent of the present study is to take a step towards filling this gap by 
probing into the conceptual understanding of electrical phenomena among undergraduate 
students who are nearing the completion of an EE program at a major university and are 
soon to graduate into the world of engineering practice. 
 
1.4 Benefits of the Study 
In the development of the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) in physics, Hestenes (1992) 
has demonstrated the value of a program of systematic pedagogical research in the 
development of instructional theory. The development of the FCI was more than simply 
the creation of an instrument and its validation. It was the result of years of systematic 
research. First, years of data on conceptual understanding of mechanics conducted using 




his team (Halloun & Hestenes, 1985b) then developed a diagnostic test to identify and 
classify specific misconceptions concerning motion. From this data they were able to 
create a fairly complete taxonomy of misconceptions about mechanics (Halloun & 
Hestenes, 1985a). This in turn was used to spur research into the development of a 
modeling theory of physics instruction (Hestenes, 1987). A significant result of this 
research was the development of the FCI. One of its great strengths is that it focuses on a 
single key concept (we could say a “Threshold Concept”), the Newtonian concept of 
force. As the authors state, “Without this concept, the rest of mechanics is useless, if not 
meaningless” (Hestenes, et al., 1992). 
Concept inventories have been attempted in the area of electricity, but so far none 
have reached the level of development of the FCI (Sangam & Jesiek, 2010). A common 
difference is in the definition of the word “concept” and the effort to include a large 
number of them, rather than focusing on a few key concepts, as the FCI does (Hake, 
2011). Some look more like “topic” inventories that include a question or two on each of 
the topics in a course syllabus (Ogunfunmi & Rahman, 2011). 
Reed-Rhoads and Imbrie (2008) wrote that “There is very little known or published 
on the engineering concepts and subject matter misconceptions.” They observed that 
while there had been a flurry of activity focused on the development of concept 
inventories in engineering domains during the early years of the 21st century, that “in 
more recent years, it appears that continued development, refinement, deployment, and 
application of concept inventories has waned” (Reed-Rhoads & Imbrie, 2008, p. 3). To 
support efforts to reform and improve engineering education, they call for continued 




engineering education community in productive conversations about assessing and 
improving conceptual understanding” (Reed-Rhoads & Imbrie, 2008, p. 4). 
By focusing on students’ mental models of threshold concepts in electrical 
phenomena, the present study hopes to contribute to systematic research into pedagogical 
and assessment methods in this area of study, which forms one of the most basic and 








CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Threshold Concepts 
All of the physical phenomena of electricity are related to the presence or movement 
of charge. The first difficulty that arises for students is that, in general, these phenomena 
are not part of their everyday experience. While most people are familiar with the use of 
electrical and electronic devices, the inner processes by which they work are not visible 
to the user. As a result, it is not clear what types of models students have as they begin 
their studies of electricity. They may have either no models at all, or rudimentary ones 
based on analogies such as water flow. The educator’s task is to identify the models 
present and to develop methods to help the students make the conceptual changes 
necessary to build more accurate, and therefore more useful, mental models (Vosniadou, 
Baltas, & Vamvakoussi, 2007). 
This study focused on the conceptual understanding of electrical phenomena by 
undergraduate students majoring in EE, specifically by seniors, those students who are 
nearing the end of their undergraduate training and are soon to graduate. The goal was to 
understand the nature of the mental models that have been developed by these students in 
an EE curriculum as they near graduation. This understanding is crucial to efforts to 
improve the quality of EE education to better equip graduates to meet the challenges of 




concepts that were investigated. Meyer & Land (2006) defined a threshold concept as one 
that acts as “a portal, opening up a new and previously inaccessible way of thinking about 
something.” They then state that a threshold concept is likely to be: 
1. “Transformative, in that, once understood, its potential effect 
on student learning and behavior is to occasion a significant 
shift in the perception of a subject … 
2. Probably irreversible, in that the change of perspective 
occasioned by acquisition of a threshold concept is unlikely to 
be forgotten… (exemplified by) the difficulty experienced by 
expert practitioners… in attempting to understand the 
difficulties faced from student perspectives… 
3. Integrative, that is, it exposes the previously hidden 
interrelatedness of something… 
4. Potentially troublesome, in that it may appear counter-intuitive, 
alien, or incoherent… making little connection to the world 
around them.” 
     (Meyer & Land, 2006) 
 
In electrical studies, the concepts of voltage and current represent one of these portals. 
The representation of nearly every concept in electrical phenomena has at its base the 
movement of charge, which is expressed by the concepts of voltage and current. These 
must be understood to be able to predict and to control nearly all electrical phenomena. 
Exemplifying this, in his 1956 textbook, Alternating-Current Circuit Theory, Reed 
(1956) identified these concepts as follows: 
“Once the current, voltage, power, and energy relations of an electrical 
system are known, its complete behavior is determined.” (Reed, 1956) 
Since the mechanisms involved are largely invisible, Reed claimed that the formation 
of a certain level of abstraction is necessary. He then went on to observe that these 
relations depend largely on the resistive, capacitive, and inductive effects of the various 




used as a context in which to explore students’ mental models of the more abstract 
concepts of voltage, current, power, and energy. 
 
2.2 Mental Models 
The concept of mental models is often traced back to psychologist and philosopher 
Kenneth Craik’s 1943 treatise, The Nature of Explanation (Craik, 1943). Craik began by 
observing that to explain any phenomenon, the principle of causality is essential. He 
stated that, “One of the most fundamental properties of thought is its power of predicting 
events”. In any domain of knowledge, to understand an observed phenomenon means to 
know what causes it to occur, and consequently to be able to predict what will happen 
when the necessary conditions occur again. He drew on the example of engineering 
thought and practice to develop his ideas on the use of models. He explained that when 
engineers design a bridge they don’t just build it in a haphazard way and then run a train 
across it to see if it collapses. They build scale models to help them work out the structure 
and the measurements needed for it to have sufficient strength. These models may be 
physical, but they can also be constructed in the mind, where the calculations are carried 
out based on the mental representation of the desired structure. “Human thought has a 
definite function; it provides a convenient small-scale model of a process so that we can, 
for instance, design a bridge in our minds and know that it will bear a train passing over it” 
(Craik, 1943, p. 50). Just as engineers may build a scale model of a bridge to be able to 
test its properties more easily and then make predictions concerning the necessary 
properties of the full-size bridge, so the mind performs a similar function by constructing 




hypothesis as a starting point, Johnson-Laird (1983) developed it into a more complete 
theory of cognition. He made the assertion that “All our knowledge of the world depends 
on mental models” (Johnson-Laird, 1983, p. 419). From this foundation, Johnson-Laird 
went on to construct his theory of cognition. He stated: “The theory of mental models is 
intended to explain the higher processes of cognition and, in particular, comprehension 
and inference” (Johnson-Laird, 1983, p. 446). From this point, Johnson-Laird explored 
the theory in terms of a concept: 
“The concept is that of recursive mental processes that enable 
human beings to understand discourse, to form mental models of the 
real and the imaginary, and to reason by manipulating such models.” 
(Johnson-Laird, 1983, p. xi) 
 
In later work, Johnson-Laird was able to validate his theories by experimentation. He 
showed that: 
“The mental model theory assumes that logically-untrained 
reasoners are not equipped with formal rules of inference, but rather 
rely on their ability to understand premises. They build mental models 
of the relevant states of affairs based on this understanding and on 
general knowledge. They can formulate a conclusion that is true in 
these models” (Johnson-Laird, Girotto, & Legrenzi, 1998). 
 
He verified that when models are incomplete or limited, they can lead to fallacious 
conclusions. 
Gentner and Stevens (1983) asserted that applications to technical fields, in which 
individual concepts can be more easily separated and characterized, can provide a useful 




and comparing different models, they were able to establish that mental models are 
usually generative, that is, they are used as an aid in analyzing and finding solutions to 
problems. By examining the types of mental models that students have constructed, and 
identifying both the accurate conceptions as well as the misconceptions that they contain, 
it should be possible to address the processes by which these models are developed. 
 
2.3 Conceptual Understanding of Electrical Phenomena 
An attempt to investigate students’ conceptions of electricity concepts was made by 
Bilal and Erol (2009). They developed the Electricity Concept Test (ECT) based on their 
own classroom experience. The test covered eight topics, with two or three multiple 
choice questions on each topic. The test was administered to 177 undergraduates at a 
university in Turkey. In addition to selecting an answer, students were also asked to 
explain their rationale for their selection. The researchers were able to identify the 
presence of several known misconceptions, as well as additional ones that they had not 
seen in the literature. They recognized the limitations of relying solely on a written test, 
stating in their conclusions: “The present work can be enriched by employing different 
data collection techniques, namely face to face interviews and classroom observations” 
(Bilal & Erol, 2009, p. 197). Ku & Chen (2011) replicated this study, administering the 
ECT to 461 freshman engineering students at a university in Taiwan. Their analysis of 
the answer selections showed the presence of most of the same misconceptions identified 
by Bilal & Erol, but that nearly 80% of their students chose not to respond to the portion 
of the test asking for rationales for their choices. This left Ku & Chen uncertain as to 




Sangam (2012) investigated the conceptual understanding of resistive circuit concepts 
in two separate populations. The first was a group of freshman students in a first year 
engineering course, before they had had any dedicated circuits courses. She used a 
validated concept inventory, Determining and Interpreting Resistive Electric Circuits 
Concepts Test (DIRECT) (Engelhardt & Beichner, 2004), as a pre- and post- test before 
and after the students experienced a week-long module on electric circuits. The goal was 
to identify misconceptions present as well as any conceptual change that occurred that 
could be credited to the module. The conceptual difficulties identified in this group were: 
1. Inability to apply the concept of current and voltage to different 
circuit topologies. 
2. Distinction between current and voltage; difficulty with the 
concept of voltage as a potential difference. 
3. Microscopic aspects of electric circuits. 
4. Sequential model of electric circuits. 
The students were divided into three groups for the instructional module, with three 
different instructors. Two of the groups experienced only marginal gains (less than 5%), 
while the third section, taught by an instructor who used a conceptual understanding 
approach, achieved higher gains (13%) (Sangam, 2012). 
As a follow up, Sangam chose a sophomore population consisting of three parts: 
students who had not yet taken an introductory circuits course, some who were currently 
taking the course, and some who had recently completed the course. For this group she 
used a think-aloud approach, in which the students were given some problems similar to 
those on DIRECT and asked to verbalize their thought processes as they solved the 




to look for any differences in the conceptual understanding between the freshman and 
sophomore groups. Many of the same misconceptions were present as in the freshman 
groups, even after a circuits course had been completed. “There appears to be only 
modest improvement in students’ conceptual understanding. Their reasoning is rife with 
material-substance attributes and misconceptions. Further instruction in ECE only 
appears to slightly alleviate the problem” (Sangam, 2012). 
Goris (2012) employed a mixed methods approach to determine the presence of 
misconceptions concerning electricity held by undergraduate students in electrical 
engineering technology. She investigated two groups of students, freshmen and seniors, 
by giving them a set of multiple choice concept questions concerning circuits, and then 
interviewing a subset of each group, asking them to explain their reasons for choosing 
their answers, regardless of whether they were right or wrong. An interesting result she 
observed was that while the seniors were more adept at working with the circuits 
problems at the macro level than the freshmen, the seniors had slightly more 
misconceptions of how voltage and current work at the micro level. The misconceptions 
noted were similar to the ones held by the freshman, indicating that very little conceptual 
change had occurred over the course of their studies. 
In a three-part study, Pitterson (2015) explored engineering students’ conceptual 
understanding and learning of difficult concepts from three separate, but related 
perspectives.  The three parts of her study were: 
PART 1.  The use of analogies and metaphors when discussing 
circuit concepts. 
PART 2.  Undergraduate students’ perceptions of the activities 




PART 3.  A descriptive case study of how circuit concepts were 
being taught in an introductory EE course. (Pitterson, 
2015) 
 
Among her findings was that “Misconceptions that developed as a result of 
the use of analogies and metaphors when the concepts were first introduced were 
found to be prevalent when students were asked to verbalize their thoughts about 
basic concepts” (Pitterson, 2015). She observed that in the introductory course, 
there was very little qualitative discussion devoted to efforts to promote 
understanding of these concepts and their relationships to each other.  Rather, the 
course was heavily reliant on mathematical concepts, learning to manipulate 
equations and symbols. This led students to the conclusion that “the operation of 
electricity and the interaction between variables are purely quantitative” (Pitterson, 
2015). An additional problem noted was that because of the size of the classes, the 
examinations typically consisted of multiple choice items that gave the instructors 
little insight into the methods used by students to arrive at their solutions. As a 
result, instructors had little information to go on to assess students’ conceptual 
understanding. Pitterson’s recommendations for further study included 
investigating students’ perceptions and metacognitive thought, as well as the 
development of assessments to better measure deep conceptual learning, thus 
allowing instructors to assess the effectiveness of the methods they are using. 
More recently, Goncher et al. (2016) explored the value of administering a concept 
inventory with the addition of a textual analysis component. They administered a subset 




Wright, & Welch, 2005) to a group of 82 volunteer undergraduates, requiring them to 
answer 15 multiple-choice questions selected from the larger inventory and to write 
short-answer explanations for each of their choices.  They found that: 
“A comparison of the multiple-choice selection and accompanying 
text revealed that correct selections did not always correspond with 
correct conceptual understanding for a question that tested a specific 
concept.” (Goncher, et al., 2016) 
 
They found frequent instances of guessing, as well as partial explanations that revealed 
additional levels of misconception beyond what was revealed by the selection of the 
distractors (the right answers for the wrong reasons). 
Fayyaz (2014) studied student reasoning associated with conceptual learning in a 
more advanced course, Continuous Time Signals and Systems.  Using a semi-structured 
interview protocol, she was able to determine the subject areas of the course that were 






CHAPTER 3. METHODS 
3.1 Introduction 
To investigative students’ mental models, the data gathering method needed to be 
qualitative in nature. Since the revelation of underlying thought was the objective, this 
provided the most effective means of achieving this end. 
 
3.2 The Human as Instrument 
In Naturalistic Inquiry, Yvonna Lincoln (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) declared that the 
human person is the best possible instrument for the investigation of human thought and 
activity. She cited multiple reasons for this, including: 
1. Responsiveness – The human instrument can sense personal and 
environmental cues and interact with them as they unfold. 
2. Adaptability – A human observer/interviewer can gather information 
about multiple factors at the same time, and adjust to unforeseen issues 
as they appear. 
3. Processual Immediacy – The human instrument is able to process data 
as it is revealed, developing and testing hypotheses with participants 
during the course of their interaction. 
4. Clarification and Summation – An interviewer can summarize 




5. Opportunity to explore atypical responses – Unexpected or atypical 
information can be explored to achieve a greater level of 
understanding. (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) 
 
McDermott (1984) found similar advantages in the investigation of the conceptual 
understanding of physics. In multiple-choice instruments, it can be difficult to discern 
whether student answers are the results of correct understanding, guessing, or in some 
cases, coming to the right conclusions for the wrong reasons. In problems involving 
mathematical calculations, the ability to manipulate equations does not necessarily imply 
understanding of the underlying concepts. She then listed several advantages seen in 
studies that employ a more naturalistic mode of inquiry: 
1. Through further questioning in an interview, an investigator can 
clarify the meaning of particular responses and follow up on 
unexpected difficulties. 
2. An investigator may probe more deeply into a particular concept 
than is possible on a written instrument. 
3. The particular goals of the investigator can guide the inquiry. For 
instance, if the goal is to determine the conceptual framework with 
which a participant views the physical world, the inquiry can be 
guided in that direction (McDermott, 1984, p. 26). 
 
The interaction between interviewer and participant allows the greatest opportunity to 
explore phenomena in real time, going for greater depth on a topic as it is discussed, or 





3.3 Theoretical Framework 
The theoretical framework for this study was the concept of mental models.  Johnson-
Laird went so far as to claim that all thought is based on mental models (Johnson-Laird, 
1983). By this he meant that everyone organizes their understanding of the way the world 
works by constructing models in the mind by which they both explain phenomena that 
they observe, and make predictions about what is likely to occur in a given situation. For 
example, we all have models of physical motion and material properties that will predict 
that if we drop a soccer ball on a hard surface, it will bounce back up, but that if we drop 
a cannonball on the same surface it probably would not. If an event occurs that does not 
match our predictions, we experience surprise, and then may either attempt to modify our 
model to account for it, or dismiss it as an anomaly (Johnson-Laird, 1983). In addition, 
Gentner and Stevens (1983) have demonstrated that these mental models are not merely 
descriptive, that is, used as an aid to describe things, but they are actually generative, that 
is, that a person will actually “run” their internal model to process a situation and make 
predictions, much as one would run a computer program or a mathematical algorithm. 
However, mental models are generally not constructed or run consciously, but it may be 
possible to discern their characteristics by carefully observing their external 
manifestations as they are applied while discussing a particular topic. In “Mental 
Modeling in Conceptual Change,” Nersessian (2007) asserts: “It should be possible to 
create mental models from both perception and description, which is borne out by the 




3.4 Data Gathering Method 
For this study, the primary data was gathered by individual interviews using the 
Interview Guide approach (Patton, 2002, p. 343). In this approach, an overall guide of the 
topics to be covered was prepared, but the interviewer was free to explore and ask 
questions to build a conversation around each subject area. The intent of the interviews 
was to engage the participants in a conversation concerning their knowledge and 
experience in applying electrical ideas in a non-threatening way by discussing their 
experience with the three most fundamental components of all electrical systems: 
resistors, capacitors, and inductors. In the discussion of these actual components, 
participants naturally referred to the abstract ideas of current, voltage, and power as they 
relate to the components. The questions were of the general form: 
1. What is a resistor? 
2. What does it do? 
3. How does it do it? 
4. How would you use it?  (This question refers to 
problem solving in design.  Components are not “used” 
in the same sense that tools are used, but as parts of a 
system that solves design problems.) 
The same questions were also used for capacitors and 
inductors. 
 
This structure was based on the four kinds of knowledge as described by Schoenfeld 
(2011) in How We Think. He defined these kinds of knowledge as: 
1. Facts, or isolated pieces of knowledge – These can be definitions, 




2. Procedural knowledge, how to do things – Following protocols or 
algorithms, such as how to solve a quadratic equation (i.e., 
“knowing how”), 
3. Conceptual knowledge, the intellectual rationales that explain how 
things fit together and why things work the way they do – cause 
and effect relationships, interaction of physical properties (i.e., 
“knowing why”), 
4. Problem solving strategies, also known as heuristics or rules of 
thumb for solving problems – Specifically, knowing which 
methods or rules should be applied to specific problems (i.e., 
“knowing when”). 
 
The questions in the interview protocol above were intended to closely align with 
these kinds of knowledge, seeking to elicit discussions in each area. They called for 
discussions of definitions, processes, why things work, and how they can be used to solve 
problems. 
The avoidance of posing specific problems to solve was deliberate. Schoenfeld (1992) 
and others have found that when problems are used, additional elements of human nature 
come into play that can obscure the kind of information that is sought. One student told 
Schoenfeld that when participating in one of his studies, she spent a long time setting up 
the problem because she did not want him to know that she didn’t know how to solve it. 
In a study that did secondary analysis on student data collected using a think-aloud 
protocol involving problem solving (Carnes & Streveler, 2011), students often made 
statements like “I don’t want to look foolish,” or “I really should know how to do this.” 
In addition, the presence of problems may have deterred potential participants from 




assuring them that there would be no surveys and no problems to solve, but that the 
researcher only wanted to talk about their experience of learning about and working with 
electrical phenomena. 
 
3.5 Setting and Participants 
The setting for this study was a major American university, due to easy access to a 
relatively large department of Electrical Engineering. IRB approval was obtained 
(Appendix A) and participants were solicited by open advertisement in public areas of the 
engineering buildings on the university campus. 
   
Figure 3.1  Sample Advertisement 
 
 Selection of participants was by purposeful sampling of a relatively homogeneous 
group (Patton, 2002). The principal criteria were that they be in the senior year of an 




university. The implication was that the mental models being investigated were the result 
of their experiences in the full four-year program at that university. Diversity of ethnicity 
and gender was desirable, but was not central to the purpose of the study (For the actual 
breakdown, see Table 4.1 below). Nominal compensation ($20) was offered as an 
inducement to participate. Participants were directed to contact the investigator by e-mail 
to arrange an interview. Thus, the participants were self-selected, paid volunteers. 
The number of participants desired was in the range of 8-12. In qualitative studies of 
this type, it has been shown (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006) that at this point data 
saturation often begins to set in and very little new information is gained by additional 
interviews. 
Over the course of two years, 19 students volunteered to participate. Each student 
signed a participant consent form (Appendix B) and completed a brief demographic and 
educational information form which asked age, gender, nationality, university major, 
concentration, and approximate GPA (Appendix C). Each student was individually 
interviewed by the investigator using the protocol shown in Appendix D. In cases where 
the students spoke only briefly in responding to the protocol questions, the interviewer 
kept the conversation going by adding additional components, such as diodes, transistors, 
opamps, integrated circuits, and microprocessors. The interviews were recorded and later 
transcribed by a professional transcriber. The investigator then reviewed the audio 





3.6 [DHA1][DHA2]The Investigator 
The investigator was an electrical engineering expert with many years of experience 
in designing electrical systems for real world applications, so he was very familiar with 
the concepts and terminology being discussed. He has been involved in every phase of 
electronic product development, from initial system definition through actual electronic 
design to product support and continuous improvement. He had experience as a leader of 
interdisciplinary and international teams, and has mentored junior engineers. More 
recently, he has had several years of teaching experience as a faculty member at a major 
university. His interest in conceptual understanding is based on his own experience in 
learning design and a conviction that such understanding is important for the practicing 
engineer. This allowed him to maximize the advantages of Lincoln’s “Human as 
Instrument” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) method of Naturalistic Inquiry as described in 
Section 3.2 above. He was able to keep the discussion on track and seek appropriate 
clarifications during the course of the discussion. He was also familiar with the literature 
on mental models and conceptual understanding. 
To test the method, the investigator had conducted a pilot study with two participants 
and the results were presented at the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) 
Annual Conference (Carnes & Diefes-Dux, 2013).  
The interviews were conducted in a comfortable setting, with writing materials 
available in case participants wanted to draw or calculate as they discussed the topics. 
The interviews lasted from 40 to 60 minutes and were recorded and transcribed for 
analysis. To ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms were used and all identifying 




to “desired” conclusions by either asking questions that point to specific answers, or by 
the students looking for clues as to what the “correct” answers might be, the interviewer 
in his questioning adopted the persona of a beginning student. He frequently reminded 
them to explain things to him as if he were a beginner who had very little background 
knowledge. In addition, he focused the questions on things the students had done using 
the components, such as senior design projects. So in talking about their own designs, 
they would show how they had used their own models to solve their own problems. 
 
3.7 Data Analysis 
The interviews were analyzed by discourse analysis (Patton, 2002). To discuss the 
contexts proposed by the interview questions, specifically the nature and use of the 
fundamental passive components in electrical engineering, students of necessity used 
ideas that reflected their understanding of the concepts of voltage and current. Each 
individual transcript was read in its entirety to get an overall view of the participant’s 
modes of expression. Then, instances of the usage of key terms (voltage, current, power, 
etc.) were coded by the ways in which they were used. Examples of types of use would 
be mathematical, physical properties, analogies, etc. 
The goal of the analysis was to create a representation of each individual participant’s 
mental model of voltage and current to show how they think about the concepts. Each 
representation included such things as definitions, mental images, interactions between 
the concepts, and how the concepts affect or are affected by other phenomena. Each 
person’s model consists of a two-part representation. First, a graphical representation was 




Institute for Human & Machine Cognition (IHMC, 2014). The Cmap shows concepts 
included in the model and some of the relationships between them. In addition, a 
narrative was written to explain the model’s primary characteristics and to highlight 
principle themes occurring in the model that may have been difficult to show graphically. 
To develop a model, a word search was done on a transcript for the words “voltage” 
and “current”, including variants and synonyms. Each instance was then analyzed 
grammatically and conceptually. The codes that were used focused on grammatical usage, 
as shown in Table 3.1. 
By coding grammatically, instances could be grouped according to the type of 
relationships being expressed. For example, when a term is the subject of an action verb, 
it indicates agency, something that the concept is able to do, such as “The current flows 
through the resistor.” When a term is the subject of a “being” verb, it can indicate a 
Table 3.1  Coding by Grammatical Usage 
Code Meaning (How the word is used) 
ADJ Adjective 
ADO Appositive to DO 
DO Direct Object of a transitive verb 
PADJ Prepositional phrase used as an adjective 
PADV Prepositional phrase used as an adverb 
PN Predicate Nominative 
SBE Subject of a "being" verb 
SI Subject of an intransitive verb 
ST Subject of a transitive verb 
 
 
definition or a comparison, such as “Voltage is the difference in potential between two 
points”. Similarly, when the term is a direct object, it shows that it is something being 




an example of this analysis in which the word “current” was analyzed by how it was used, 
the other words it related to, and the context in which it occurred. 
Table 3.2  Sample Word Usage Analysis 
Term Code Syntax Context 
current DO object of "can 
supply" 
 
A battery can supply current. 
current PADJ modifies 
"source" 
So if you have a capacitor it’s an instantaneous 
source of current. 
 
current SI subject of 
"comes" 
And then based on whatever the capacitance is 
that changes the way the voltage is handled 
inside the capacitor and then as a result any 
current that comes from it. 
 
current SI subject of "go" an inductor functions where it actually lets 
current go slowly as opposed to quickly 
 
current ADJ modifies 
"transitions" 
I think diodes are most useful for alternating 
current to direct current transitions 
 
These tables were then used to develop the concept map, showing how the concepts 
of voltage and current were used and how they related to each other and to other concepts. 
To do this, each map began with two blocks, one for voltage and one for current. The 
meaning of any of the context statements that gave definitions were included in each 
block. Then, each statement was mapped directly into the Cmap. For example, in any 
case where the voltage did something, that something would be placed in a block that is 
connected to the voltage block by the link labeled “is able to”. Similarly, when the 
voltage was the receiver of an action, it would be linked by the “can be” link, e.g., 
“Voltage can be measured”.  This procedure was then followed for each of the context 




the participant. The concept maps developed for each participant are shown in the next 
section. Due to the limitations of graphical presentation, the map alone is not sufficient to 
give a picture of each mental model, so a short narrative was added to explain the model 
and point out the principle themes in each person’s thinking. 
After the models were constructed, they were compared for common themes to 




CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
4.1 Participants 
During the review of participant demographics, it was discovered that four of the 
nineteen student participants did not meet the full criteria for participation in the study, 
specifically, that they be seniors majoring in an ECE discipline who have done all of their 
undergraduate work at the same university. Two students were removed because they 
were graduate students who had done their undergraduate work in another country. 
Another was a transfer student, while the fourth turned out to be a mechanical 
engineering major. 
The final pool, then, consisted of 15 students, as shown in Table 4.1. Since 
participation was anonymous, pseudonyms were assigned for the purpose of discussion of 
results. An effort was made to match names to the nationalities of foreign students as 
appropriate. Of the 15 participants, four were foreign students (two from Malaysia and 
one each from Thailand and China), the rest were of American origin, with one self-
identifying as African-American and two as Hispanic-American. Only one female student 
volunteered for the study. All were of traditional college student age, ranging from 20 to 
24. All were from the ECE department, with 11 being EE (Electrical Engineering) majors, 




 Several of the EE majors listed areas of concentration within EE on their Educational 
Information forms, while the CmpE majors did not. 
Table 4.1  Participant Demographics 
Pseudonym Sex Age Nationality Major Concentration GPA 
Amir M 22 Malaysia EE Wireless Communication 3.89 
Bazil M 22 Malaysia EE Embedded Systems 3.97 
Charles M 23 USA EE General 2.45 
Don M 21 USA EE Semiconductors 2.70 
Eric M 20 USA CmpE -- 2.20 
Frank M 22 USA (White) EE Digital Signal Processing/ 
Software Systems 
3.70 
George M 21 USA EE -- 3.14 
Hal M 24 USA EE Electromagnetics 2.85 
Ira M 22 USA (African-American) EE -- 3.30 
Julia F 23 USA (White & Hispanic) EE Power & Energy Sources 3.37 
Krit M 21 Thailand EE Power & Control 3.97 
Lee M 22 China EE -- 3.52 
Miguel M 22 USA (Hispanic) CmpE -- 3.62 
Nick M 22 USA CmpE -- 3.50 
Patrick M 22 USA (English-Irish) CmpE -- 2.60 
 
4.2 Individual Mental Models 
In this section, the individual mental models of each of the 15 participants are 
presented. Each model consists of a graphical concept map (Cmap) accompanied by a 
short narrative explaining the map and highlighting the main features of each 
participant’s thinking. To make the Cmaps more readable, a color coding scheme was 
used. Blocks dealing primarily with voltage were colored yellow, while those dealing 
primarily with current were colored blue. Green was used for blocks that focused on the 
relationship between voltage and current, while red was used for overarching themes that 





The Cmap representing Amir’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.1. For Amir, 
voltage is seen as a potential difference between two points created by a difference in 
charge between those points. This is analogous to the height of a waterfall, where the 
potential energy of the water is proportional to the height, and the falling water is 
analogous to the moving charges. He explicitly states that current is the flow of electrons, 
which carry charge. He is unclear about the direction of causality between voltage and 
current. On the one hand, potential difference (voltage) causes the current to flow, but on 
the other hand, it is the flow of current that gives the voltage. Amir’s primary interest in 
voltage is as signals for communications. These signals are encoded as changing voltage 
levels that can be manipulated to transmit information. The voltages can be fixed, 
amplified, smoothed, or detected as part of this process. The oscillating voltages can use 
Amplitude Modulation (AM), in which the voltage level represents the message, or 
Frequency Modulation (FM), in which frequency change represents voltage levels that 
represent the message. The voltage is also seen as representing the power in a signal. 
Amir sees current as not being very important in this context, since we only care about 
the shape of the message, represented by the changing voltage. 
However, current can be used to control bipolar transistors, and needs to be limited by 
the use of resistors to prevent damage to equipment that can be caused by excessive 
currents. In addition, current is able to produce magnetic flux, which in turn can cause 
current to flow. In addition to its use as signals, voltage can also be used to turn on diodes 
and transistors (particularly MOSFETS), control amplification, and exercise some control 










While voltage and current are quantifiable and can be measured, Amir views them in 
terms primarily of the physical phenomena involved (electron motion, potential 
difference) rather than any mathematical relationships between them, which are not 
mentioned at all. 
 
4.2.2 Bazil 
The Cmap representing Bazil’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.2. For Bazil, 
electrical phenomena are like magic. He says, “It’s magical…you connect it and 
everything just flows… how does it know what to do?” He sees voltage as a potential 
difference in electrical energy between two points. When there is a conductor between 
those points, then current will flow. Current is seen as a flow of electrons. The amount of 
flow is determined by the chemistry of the materials in the conductor. Metals have a “sea” 
of electrons that flow easily, while resistive materials have fewer electrons available, 
affecting the rate of flow. While voltage is what makes current flow, Bazil is unclear on 
where this voltage comes from. He will sometimes use the term “voltage” when referring 
to a power supply, e.g., “attach the voltage here”. Both voltage and current are 
quantifiable, they can be measured, increased, decreased, and held constant. The ultimate 
source of voltage is “the wall”, i.e., 120 Volts AC from a wall outlet. To operate DC 
circuits, this voltage can be converted to DC by a power supply, or by circuitry involving 
large capacitors to smooth out the ripple. 
Communications can be done using “signals” that are essentially voltage waveforms. 










When first learning about electricity, Bazil was fascinated by the mysteriousness of it 
and has never really lost that. He still wonders, “how does it seem to know everything 
before it starts?”, applying the anthropomorphic idea that it must in some way “know” 
what to do and then make conscious decisions based on that knowledge. But he is able to 
keep that in the background while working with circuits. He says, “We just hook it 
up…we don’t know how it works.” With this approach, he is able to use components that 
have data sheets that tell how to connect them correctly, or to use circuits that he is 
familiar with. But he does think knowing how things work could be helpful, so he would 
like to know more. Following our discussion of power generation, he asked if the 
researcher could explain to him (after the interview was over) how voltage is generated. 
 
4.2.3 Charles 
The Cmap representing Charles’ mental model is shown in Figure 4.3. The idea of 
“charge” is central to Charles’ ideas of electrical phenomena. The source of much of his 
understanding comes from physics study as well as electronics. The Bohr model - proton, 
neutron, and electron - is his primary reference, recognizing the proton as positive charge, 
and the electron as negative charge. Most charge movement, though, is based on electron 
flow in conductors. He mentioned that he knew something about particle physics, but did 
not refer to it when discussing electrical things.  
His basic differentiation between voltage and current is that he sees voltage as a 
collection of charge at a point that is actively “trying” to get to a ground source to 
equalize the charges. Current, then, represents the actual flow of electrons from point to 









“going across” a component.  While he primarily speaks of voltage and current 
qualitatively, he does relate them mathematically by Ohm’s Law, V = I x R. So in this 
sense, the voltage “causes” the current. A voltage source is applied across a resistance, 
resulting in a current flow, quantified by Ohm’s Law. However, one can be used to 
manipulate the other in both directions. 
He notes how both can be used to store energy. In a capacitor, the charge build-up, 
represented as voltage, can be seen as a storage of potential energy. In an inductor, the 
current flowing in the coils can be seen as a storage of kinetic energy, since the charges 
are actively moving. 
Charles’ primary use of analogy is anthropomorphic, conceptualizing electrons as 
possessing human type qualities. He likes to think of electrons as being lazy, in that they 
always seek the path of least resistance to flow. Also, he will often say that the charges 
“want” to go here or there, or that they are “trying” to do something, such as the electrons 
in a semiconductor trying to get to where the holes are. 
 
4.2.4 Don 
The Cmap representing Don’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.4. For Don, 
electrical phenomena are all about moving electrons. What makes them move is voltage, 
which is equated with an electric field that acts like a pressure pushing them in one 
direction. This pressure is referred to the water analogy, where the moving electrons are 
represented by water flowing in a pipe, while voltage is analogous to the water pressure 
causing the water to flow. The analogy is extended to represent resistors as restrictions in 









direction. But more fundamentally, Don sees the electrochemical potential as the main 
factor that makes the electrons move. So raising or lowering the voltage corresponds to 
raising or lowering this potential. This results in a difference between two points, often 
referred to as a “drop”, which then induces the electrons to move, which is what current 
flow is. Don also notes that an inductor can induce a current flow magnetically. As an 
aside, Don notes that the direction of standard current flow is opposite the direction of the 
actual electron movement. 
Voltage is quantifiable and controllable. Specific values can be applied to inputs of 
components or devices to control them or to produce output signals, which are measured 
as voltage differences. These signals can be digital in nature, taking one of two states to 
represent an “ON” or “OFF” condition; or linear, taking on a range of values. 
Voltage and current are related mathematically by the relationship of Ohm’s law -     
E = I*R, where “E” represents voltage, “I” represents current, and “R” represents 
resistance. Using this relationship, resistors can be used to control voltage levels and limit 
current. This is important because current is able to cause damage to components if its 
magnitude is too high or it flows in the wrong direction. 
Power in a circuit depends on the presence of both voltage and current, so power (in 
Watts) can be calculated by the relationship: P = V * I. 
 
4.2.5 Eric 
The Cmap representing Eric’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.5.  As a computer 









aware of them and that they are necessary, but he is more focused on logic states, “ONEs” 
and “ZEROs”, and their manipulation by computers. However, he does see them as being 
in the background making the ONEs and ZEROs possible. For instance, he says that it is 
the current that does everything, all the work, by the flowing of electrons (or charges) 
from one point to another. This flow is directly analogous to flowing water. This flow 
happens when there are differences in charge between two points, and this difference is 
the voltage. The voltage is manipulated by circuit components, resistors, transistors, 
diodes, etc., to produce certain measurable differences, which are then converted to 
ONEs and ZEROs by comparing to known levels. Above a certain level, it is defined as a 
ONE, and below that level it is a ZERO. Sequences of ONEs and ZEROs can be 
observed by viewing the voltage waveform at a point over time, thus representing a 
“signal.” This is much more useful than using a voltmeter, which only gives an average 
value. 
When discussing power sources, the distinction between voltage and current is much 
less clear, the two terms often being used interchangeably. For instance, alternating 
current can become DC voltage by the action of a capacitor. Both voltage and current are 
able to “go through” a component, and are able to be “used up” by a resistor. Current, 
however, does have some unique properties. Through magnetic forces, it is able to induce 
current in another wire. Also, high current has the ability to burn up things, so steps must 
be taken to block it from sensitive components to keep this from happening. 
Both voltage and current can be measured, as well as amplified, dropped, or 
otherwise changed. The values can be determined by calculations, since there are definite 





The Cmap representing Frank’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.6. When Frank was 
taking his introductory circuits class, he remembered that there was a lot of confusion as 
to whether it was voltage going through or current going through when he thought about 
conduction. While talking about circuits he was just as likely to say, “Well, there’s a 
voltage going through here” as he was to say “There’s a current going through here.” He 
often used the two terms as a pair, saying that voltage and current were present. He often 
spoke of voltage as if it were a property of a point, and then potential difference referred 
to the difference between two points that have two different voltages. Current then 
referred to the speed at which the volts were moving. He used the example of a bucket 
brigade, where water was being moved at a certain rate. If the rate is increased, the same 
amount of water is being moved, but faster. A contributor to this confusion is his use of 
the terms Direct Current (DC) and Alternating Current (AC) as synonyms for voltage 
types. This usage seems to contribute to the confusion. He does think of current as 
flowing at times, such as when current can only flow in one direction in a diode or 
current can be allowed to flow in other components. In semiconductors, current has 
something to do with electrons trying to fill holes. 
Moving away from the voltage/current confusion, he is more comfortable speaking in 
terms of signals, time-varying waveforms that can contain information, such as audio or 
digital. These signals can be manipulated, such as by amplification or by filtering, which 
is the operation of removing or selecting signals by their frequency. Often these signals 
are thought of as voltage waveforms, but they can also have a current component. As a 










The Cmap representing George’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.7. For George, 
voltage is seen as the electric potential between two points, also referred to as the 
“electric motor force”. He thinks of voltage, then, as the “muscle” in electrical 
engineering, the thing that makes everything else happen. This is then analogous to the 
height of a waterfall, and the amount of water coming down is like the current. So in 
speaking of feeding current into a circuit, it is similar to feeding water into the river. 
Current flow in a material is controlled by the voltage applied and the electrical and 
magnetic properties of the material. 
George thinks primarily in terms of applications; voltages make things happen both in 
the analog and the digital world. In the analog realm, voltage can be very high or low, it 
can charge a capacitor, swing quickly in an inductor, activate a diode, be measured, 
dropped, or even shielded. In the digital realm, voltage levels can be used to represent 
logic ONEs and ZEROs, interacting with software to perform digital operations. Voltage 
interacts with the properties of materials to produce current. The current can be supplied 
from a battery, or from a capacitor when the current needs to be applied quickly. This 
current is then able to pass through devices, going slowly or quickly depending on the 
voltage. It can control BJTs (bipolar transistors), where it can be amplified to drive 
motors or other high current loads. Current can also produce magnetic fields that can then 
interact with other parts of a circuit, producing the need for shielding. In discussing 









focused on the phenomena produced. But he seemed quite comfortable working with 
voltage and current as applied to multiple applications, such as driving transistors, 
opamps, and logic circuits. 
 
4.2.8 Hal 
The Cmap representing Hal’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.8. Hal has created a 
separation between what he has been taught, how he works with problems, and how he 
views things when trying to understand why they work. First, in defining things, he falls 
back on what he was taught. “We’re taught that the voltage is equal to the resistance 
times the current… I think current is… we’re taught that it’s electrons, so I guess current 
is the flow of electrons.” He was taught these things, so he accepts them, but in classes he 
focuses on the mathematical relationships to solve problems. When thinking about why, 
he moves to a much more physical model of how things work. He says that as current 
goes through a material, the current “sticks” to the atoms as it passes. The higher the 
resistance, the greater the stickiness, so that as the electrons brush by the atoms they are 
grabbed onto, but then as they are let go, this causes both the electrons and the atoms to 
jiggle more, like a spring. Then as the atoms jiggle more, it creates kinetic energy, 
resulting in heat. This raises the temperature and when it gets high enough, the atoms will 
shake around so much that it will cause chemical reactions with the air, frying the 
component. He notes that he doesn’t remember if they were taught what causes this 
stickiness, but he thinks it may have something to do with electronegativity. He also 
refers to the analogy of water in a pipe to explain how electrons have to “squeeze” 









He also seems to equate voltage with charge, particularly as in a buildup of charge in 
a capacitor. When the plates are charged, it creates an electric field in which energy is 
stored. He notes that current flows into the capacitor while it is charging or discharging, 
but that when the current is zero there can still be voltage present along with the electric 
field. Thus voltage can be present even across an open circuit. 
Current flowing in an inductor can create a magnetic field, but he is not sure how this 
works. He knows that voltage across an inductor is related by the mathematical equation 
to the differential of the current, but this implies to him that the current can actually be 
different at the two ends of an inductor. 
In trying to understand the underlying causes of these phenomena, he has developed 
his own theory of vibration as the underlying cause of everything. He states: 
“The reason I’m into analog is because I think all of nature vibrates in 
a certain way. I think the way to understand it is to think of things in 
terms of vibration. So that’s why I like working with continuous 
signals … So I think matter at a deeper and deeper level, I guess 
they’re reducing them to these particles, I don’t know if that’s a good 
way to go about it but I think matter at a smaller and smaller size scale 
is as well as a bigger and bigger scale like galaxies and stuff. It all has 
this vibration, so I think in our ultimate control of everything we need 
a good understanding of all the vibrations and how they really interact 
with each other. Like, why do electrons and protons actually attract to 
each other? Is it because some vibration is going on and like why do 
they do what they do? Rather than just lumping them together as like 
positive and negative charge and then creating equations to describe it 
- okay these attract each other - it’s more like ‘do these vibrate in a 






The Cmap representing Ira’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.9. Ira’s primary 
mode of thinking about voltage and current is through mathematical operations and 
relationships. In discussing resistance, he quickly refers to Ohm’s Law, V = IR, but then 
treats each of the terms involved: V (voltage), I (current), and R (resistance), on an equal 
footing. That is, any of the variables can be changed by a change in one of the others. For 
example, he says that if current is fixed and you change the voltage, then the resistance 
has to change, as if that variable is free to change and not fixed by the properties of the 
components in a circuit. He is quite comfortable talking about the various mathematical 
methods used in circuit analysis, such as KVL (Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law), KCL 
(Kirchhoff’s Current Law), the characteristic equations of capacitors (I = C dv/dt) and 
inductors (V = L di/dt), phase relationships, etc.  In discussing these, he focused on the 
use of jω, the imaginary number coupled with frequency, used to express phase 
relationships mathematically and graphically. 
When asked to explain how these things do what they do, he was much less confident, 
exclaiming: “That’s physics!” He knows that current is the movement of electrons, which 
can then create a potential difference, which is voltage, but sometimes confuses them by 
stating that both are able to “go through” a component. The presence of voltage can 
create power, and then power can be carried by the current. He uses the analogy of 
current being like the power of water in a river. A resistor then would be like a power 
absorber, causing the current to slow down and lose some of its power, but he moves 
back into the mathematical realm by saying this current is in phase with the voltage, so it 









voltage and current act as if they have minds of their own, e.g., “The voltage drop will 
want to go in the other direction but the current won’t let it.” 
Electromagnetic fields also come into play. Current can create flux in a coil, then the 
resulting field can create voltage across the coil, as well as current in other parts of the 
coil and through the magnetic core. In capacitors, current is able to “jump across”. 
Both voltage and current can be manipulated: dropped, measured, divided, controlled, etc. 




The Cmap representing Julia’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.10. For Julia, math 
is the most important thing. She says, “Math is how I relate to this stuff. More than even 
the physical picturing of it, I just want to see how the math is done.” So in looking at any 
type of circuit problem, she wants to figure out what the equations for it are; can it be 
modeled by a differential equation? She is not interested in designing things, but would 
much rather be doing the analysis part, particularly for control systems. In classes, she 
did not dig deeply into how things worked physically, but said she would do enough to 
pass then let it go away. If needed for another class, she would revisit it then. The class 
she liked the most was differential equations because it was easy. “It was like: this is 
what you need to know, and this is how you do it, Here’s an example: it was just very cut 
and dry”. Her favorite lab course was in controls in which they would solve a differential 




Voltage is a potential difference between two points, the difference being of a charge 
present at those points. When a difference is present, this potential then “pushes” current 
through a circuit. This current then is a flow of electrons which are negative charges. It 
can be pictured as water running through the wire, but if the wire were to be cut, the 
electrons would spill out of the wire just as water would. Current is able to make things 
happen. In a motor, current can make a motor turn, the direction of the current 
determining which way it turns. It does this magnetically. Current flowing sets up 
magnetic lines of flux orthogonal to the direction of current flow, making a magnet. This 
magnet then interacts with other magnets in the motor, causing it to turn. 
In addition to flowing in a circuit, charges can also build up, like on the plates of a 
capacitor. Positive charges will build up on one plate, negative charges on the other plate, 
and then they will attract each other. She does not have a clear picture of how this 
happens, but explains that currents in both capacitors and inductors cannot change 
instantaneously because they have something like memory that prevents sudden changes. 
Energy is what makes everything happen. In physics, she learned that energy 
is the capacity to do work, but she believes her EE professors hate it when 
students think of it that way, so she sees energy as “stuff”, with no other physical 
explanation. An energy source can provide voltage or current or both to a circuit. 
For instance, a capacitor holding charge is also holding energy. An inductor is 
also a component that stores energy. She does not know how it does that, but says, 










The Cmap representing Krit’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.11. Krit identifies 
voltage with an electric field, which in turn generates the current. In a resistor, a 
difference in voltage is what causes electrons to flow through it. In a capacitor, a 
difference in voltage across it sets up an electric field from the positive to the negative 
plate, so that electrons will want to flow to the negative plate and away from the positive 
plate, charging up the capacitor. When the voltage across the capacitor is equal to the 
source voltage, there is no difference between the two, so current flow stops. In 
explaining these phenomena, he prefers to draw detailed diagrams showing what is 
happening. In describing current flow in metals, he illustrates it as a “sea” of electrons 
that are relatively free to flow. 
In analyzing circuits, Krit is most comfortable using mathematical relationships. He 
uses Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws to construct the differential equations that can 
model circuit performance. The analogy he uses here is that the equations that represent 
circuits are very similar in form to the differential equations that represent motion in 
physics. 
In analyzing current, he uses the principle of superposition, the idea that currents can 
be separated into their component parts and then analyzed separately. He uses this to 
show how de-coupling of high frequency components can be implemented without 
affecting low frequency components. He uses the electric field to explain capacitor 
behavior and the magnetic field for inductors. Capacitors store energy in the electric field 









components is explained by the nature of the fields. For example, current in an inductor 
cannot change instantaneously because the magnetic field takes time to change. In 
analyzing AC circuits, he goes right to phasor representation, which is essentially the use 
of complex numbers to simplify the analysis. He uses the idea that when the input and 
output frequencies stay the same, then the phase relationships and magnitudes can be 
determined mathematically or graphically, simplifying the analysis. 
 
4.2.12 Lee 
The Cmap representing Lee’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.12. For Lee, working 
with voltage and current is all about formulas. It’s knowing what formulas to use, 
plugging in the numbers, and doing the calculations. He says that he only needs to know 
the formula from which he can calculate the end result. His outlook is strictly pragmatic. 
Once he knows the end result; that is all that matters. He is not interested in how things 
work, just in what they do. For example, in determining the frequency used in a 555 timer 
circuit, he knows there are capacitors and resistors involved, but he uses the formula from 
the data sheet to choose the component values to get the frequency he wants without 
understanding how resistors and capacitors work together to produce time-varying 
waveforms. When he first learned about electricity, his instructors talked about electrons, 
current being like the flow of water and voltage being like the potential energy in a coiled 
spring. But he does not think about it that way, saying, “But that’s not how I visualize it. I 
just think of it as it is. Voltage is voltage; current is current. I can’t think of it in an 









Voltage and current are related by Ohm’s Law (V = IR) so that a resistor “takes” 
current and then “generates” voltage. But control can operate in several directions. The 
resistor can control both voltage and current, while the voltage is able to “control” the 
current. Current needs to be controlled because if it gets too high, it is able to burn things. 
But in the end, he says the voltage is the thing he cares about the most and since current 
and voltage both indicate the same thing, it is only necessary to measure one of them. So 
voltage is usually what is measured, since it can most easily be viewed as a waveform on 
an oscilloscope. 
Lee does a lot of work with digital logic, so his most common use of voltage is to 
represent logic states. Low voltage represents a ZERO and a higher voltage (which can 
be different from system to system) represents a ONE. Thus, being able to detect the two 
states is the most important. He knows that current is involved somehow, but it is not 
very important. He has noticed that connecting too many inputs to a logic line can cause 
problems, but he is not sure why. He attributes it to some of the logic gates drawing too 
much power so that there is not enough left for the circuits at the end of the line. 
 
4.2.13 Miguel 
The Cmap representing Miguel’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.13. As a CmpE 
major, Miguel is much more interested in software than hardware. However, he does 
believe that it can be useful to know something about the physical nature of things. For 
instance, when looking at voltage signals, it is useful to know that there are finite rise and 
fall times that affect how signals are sensed. Looking at voltage waveforms on a scope 




moving around. A potential drop between points is usually what makes the electrons 
“want” to go through a component, like a resistor, because when there is a potential 
difference, the electrons are attracted to something, thus causing them to move, sort of 
like water shooting through a small tube. In a resistance, the amounts of voltage and 
current present are related by V = IR, so that for a fixed R, increased V (voltage) results 
in increased I (current). But he noted an interesting effect of the course work he did on 
circuits during his sophomore year.  Where before he had thought in terms of electron 
motion, he had now come to think of resistors more as squiggles with numbers on them 
to be used in calculations. So much of circuits had focused on mathematical 
manipulations that this has come to dominate his thinking on it. Voltage and currents can 
be controlled, evened out, amplified, reduced, and even observed on an oscilloscope, but 
the calculations are the primary tool. 
He is aware of some physical effects of current as well. Current can create a magnetic 
field in an inductor, but then this field kind of fights against itself within the coils, so it is 
not clear how an inductor does anything useful. But he is able to do filter calculations 
with it using the equations. 
Current can go only one way through a normal diode, but he is not sure how it works 
in other types, like Zener diodes. Also, one of the reasons to control current by means of 
resistors is to keep it from blowing up things, which apparently it can do if it is allowed 










The Cmap representing Nick’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.14. As a computer 
engineering student, Nick is primarily interested in programming and software 
development. The circuitry is needed to move signals from one device to another as 
ONEs and ZEROs, but he doesn’t particularly care how it does it. As a result, he does not 
have a clear understanding of what ONEs and ZEROs are. At one point he said a ONE is 
when the current is ON and a ZERO is when the current is OFF, but later he said the 
same thing about the voltage. He tends to use the two terms voltage and current 
interchangeably, seeing them as both moving together through the circuitry. He says you 
can’t have one without the other. He does draw a slight distinction in that current is what 
“gets” you voltage, or that the current “brings” the voltage from one place to another. So 
he says that the current is what is flowing, and that when current flows voltage just sort of 
“shows up”. The voltage then appears as a sort of difference potential. Since they are 
essentially the same thing, you can read either one to get your signal. 
When talking about action in the circuit, such as being limited, put out, or sent in, he 
usually calls it current, but then often lumps voltage in with it, since they are doing the 
same thing. He stated that current in an inductor can generate an electric field, but wasn’t 
sure what that would do for you. Also he thinks that current can be somehow “consumed” 
in a resistor, for example, that you can put 5 milliamps in one end of a resistor and only 
get 2 milliamps out the other end. He mentioned that a capacitor can store charge, but had 
no idea how that worked, referring to it as “magic”. 
He referred to the analogy of current being like a water hose in which the water is the 










The Cmap representing Patrick’s mental model is shown in Figure 4.15. As a 
computer engineering major, Patrick is not used to thinking at the individual component 
level. In thinking about current flow, he goes to what he learned about atomic structure in 
chemistry. Electrons, which are negatively charged, are the primary charge carriers, but 
some are static, as in a solid, and so tightly bound to their atoms that they are not free to 
flow. But there are also the valence electrons, which are more loosely held by the positive 
charges in their atoms so that when a stronger positive charge is present, they are able to 
move towards it. It is this attraction to positive charges that causes these electrons to flow, 
which is defined as current. He expresses this as the electrons “want” to flow towards the 
positive and move away from negative charges. The driving force behind this is seen as a 
magnetic field. To try to explain it, the first thing he did was to draw a magnet, showing 
the magnetic lines of force.  
It is unclear in his mind whether voltage or current drives the other. When a current is 
present, it can cause a voltage drop, but when a voltage drop is present, it can show what 
the current is. He expresses it both ways, without specifying how a current or voltage 
comes to be present in the first place. He does not explicitly state any of the mathematical 
equations, but seems to relate current and voltage in ways that may be suggested by them. 
For instance, he indicates a proportionality between voltage and current in a resistance 
which sounds like Ohm’s Law, without actually naming it. Similarly, when discussing 
capacitance, he noted that the charging of a capacitor takes place over time, relating the 
rate of change of the current to the voltage differential across it, without, however, 
referring to the mathematical equation describing the relationship.  








He has the idea that the magnitude of the voltage is somehow related to the size of the 
capacitor, but did not have a clear idea of how the charging time was determined by the 
components involved. He saw the performance of the inductor similar in that the rate of 
the change in the current was related to the magnitude of the current. This action was 
caused somehow by the magnetic field in the coil. 
Patrick’s primary interest in voltage is as a means to store information. He knows that 
voltage levels are used to define ONES and ZEROs. A voltage from 0 to 0.7 is defined as 
a ZERO and a voltage from 3 to 5 is defined as a ONE. He explained that it didn’t have 
to be binary, since the voltage levels could have been divided up any number of ways, but 
that having only two states seems to make things easier. 
 
4.3 Theme Analysis 
After the individual models were developed, they were reviewed to determine the 
dominant theme of each one (Daly, 2009). These themes were the guiding principles used 
by each person in thinking about electrical phenomena, particularly voltage and current. 
These results were then tabulated, identifying a primary theme and a secondary theme for 
each person, as shown in Table 4.2 below. Many primary themes were initially identified, 
but in comparing these themes, many were found to be in similar categories. For example, 
where one may focus on Ohm’s law, another on differential equations, and another on 
phasors, these are all mathematical constructs that are resolved by calculations, grouping 
themselves in the mathematics category. Similarly, while one may talk about charge, 
another about forces, and another about electrons, these are all physical things, leading 




five categories as shown in Table 4.3. The 15 participants were then placed into the five 
categories. Elements of other themes can be found in each person’s model, but the 
dominant theme in each one determined their placement. The following sections present 





Table 4.2  Theme Analysis 
Pseudonym Primary Theme Secondary Theme 
Amir Primary interest in voltage is as signals for communications. 
Voltages can be manipulated for this purpose in terms of 
frequency, amplitude, and waveshapes to transmit 
information. Current is not very important in this context. 
 
Focus is on the physical phenomena. 
Bazil Bazil is fascinated by the mysteriousness of electrical 
phenomena. He feels that somehow there must be some 
conscious decision making going on. He is able to put that in 
the background to work on circuits that have datasheets that 
tell him what to do. 
 
He thinks that he does not have a very good understanding of 
electrical things. He thinks it would be useful to understand better 
how things work physically. (After the interview, he asked if I 
could explain to him how electricity was generated.) 
 
Charles The concept of "charge" from physics is central to his 
understanding, based on the Bohr model of the atom with 
positive charged protons and negatively charged electrons. 
Moving electrons are the primary method of charge 
movement. 
 
In discussing energy, he sees two different mechanisms for energy 
storage. A buildup of charge, as in a capacitor, can be represented 
as a voltage storing potential energy. In an inductor, actively 
moving charges (current) can be seen as a storage of kinetic energy. 
 
Don Electrical phenomena are all about moving electrons. 
Voltage, which is essentially an electric field acts like a 
pressure pushing them along. 
 
Voltage can control things, producing signals, both digital and 
linear. 
Eric As a CmpE major, he is not particularly interested in voltage 
or current, per se. He is much more focused on logic states 
and how they can be manipulated by computers. 
 
While it is the current that does all the work, it is the voltage state 
that can be more easily viewed to represent a signal. 
Frank Voltage and current used usually as a pair, representing the 
same thing. Unsure which is which at times. Using the terms 
AC and DC tend to confuse him. [Author note: They are 
confusing. What does "Volts direct current" (VDC) really 
mean?] 
 
He is much more comfortable talking about signals but will often 
refer to a flow of both voltage and current. 
George Voltage is the "muscle" of electrical engineering, the thing 
that makes everything else happen. It controls current flow. 
He thinks primarily in terms of applications, the various things the 




Table 4.2 Continued 
 
 Pseudonym Primary Theme Secondary Theme 
Hal He refers to things that he was taught, but does not seem 
satisfied with them. He uses the equations to solve problems, 
but at the physical level, he looks for the explanation of things 
in terms of vibrations. He thinks all nature vibrates in a certain 




Ira Mathematical operations and relationships are at the center. He 
is very comfortable with the equations used to calculate circuit 
performance. He quickly went to the use of complex numbers 
(jω) and representation of phasors in the complex plane. 
 
He knows that current is the movement of electrons, which can 
then create a potential difference, which is voltage, but sometimes 
confuses them by stating that both are able to “go through” a 
component.   
Julia Math is the most important thing. It is her preferred method of 
relating to electrical things. Model it as a differential equation 
and solve it and that is all you need.  
 
Energy is some kind of "stuff". An energy source can provide 
voltage, current, or both to a circuit. She doesn't know how it does 
that, but "I know a lot about the equations to use for it." 
 
Krit Mathematical relationships are his preferred method of 
analyzing circuits, using differential equations and phasor 
representations. 
 
In explaining current and voltage physically, he prefers to draw 
detailed diagrams to show what is happening, but includes the 
formulas as well! 
 
Lee Working with voltage and current is all about mathematical 
formulas. The calculations are everything. He is not interested 
in either analogies or physical representations. 
 
He recognizes that both digital and analog signals have to do with 
measuring voltage levels. He knows current is involved somehow, 
but is not very important. 
Miguel Before EE coursework, he had thought in terms of electron 
motion, but after university instruction he had come to think 
primarily in terms of mathematical manipulations. 
 
As a CmpE, he is more interested in software, but does believe it 
can be useful to know something about the physical nature of 
things. 
 
Nick As a CmpE major, he is primarily interested in programming 
and software. Circuitry is needed to move signals around, but 
he doesn't particularly care how it does it. 
 
  
Patrick Electron motion is based on atomic structure as he learned in 
chemistry. Some electrons are tightly bound and so cannot 
flow, while valence electrons are more loosely bound, so they 
can move when attracted by a stronger positive charge. The 
driving force is a magnetic field. 
Voltage is a means to store information, particularly digitally. 





Table 4.3  Dominant Themes 
Theme Participants Primary way of thinking 
Mathematics 
 
Ira, Julia, Krit, 
Lee, Miguel 
Centered around equations and formulas 
used to calculate voltage and current and 






The Bohr model of the atom, consisting of 
protons, neutrons, and electrons, and physical 






Amir, Eric, Nick The use of voltages in representing both analog 




Hal All nature vibrates in a certain way, and these 





Bazil, Frank Characterized by uncertainty about how voltage 
and current work, and even about which is 






For five of the participants (Ira, Julia, Krit, Lee, and Miguel), their primary mode of 
thinking about voltage and current is through mathematical operations and relationships. 
In this mode, voltage is seen as a variable in an equation, usually labelled “V”, while 
current is another variable, labelled “I”. These variables can then be related by Ohm’s 
Law, V = I x R, introducing a third variable “R” to represent the resistance in the circuit. 
In discussing this relationship, Ira places these three variables on an equal footing, 
implying that a change in any one of them can force a change in the others. For example, 




change, as if that variable is free to change and is not fixed by the components in a circuit. 
In explaining circuit operation, he speaks in terms of KVL (Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law) 
and KCL (Kirchhoff’s Current Law). In discussing capacitors and inductors, he uses their 
characteristic equations and phasor representation to explain phase relationships, focusing 
on the use of the term “jω”, the imaginary number coupled with frequency, to express 
these relationships mathematically and graphically. He says that current is the movement 
of electrons, which can then create a potential difference, which is voltage, but sometimes 
confuses them by stating that both are able to “go through” a component. When asked to 
explain how these things do what they do, he was much less confident, exclaiming: 
“That’s physics!” 
For Julia, math is the most important thing. She says, “Math is how I relate to this 
stuff. More than even the physical picturing of it, I just want to see how the math is done.” 
So in looking at any type of circuit problem, she wants to figure out what the equations 
for it are; can it be modeled by a differential equation? In classes, she did not dig deeply 
into how things worked physically, but said she would do enough to pass then let it go 
away. If needed for another class, she would revisit it then. The class she liked the most 
was differential equations because it was easy. Her favorite lab course was in controls in 
which they would solve a differential equation first, and then try to build a circuit to 
implement its operation. In physics, she learned that energy is the capacity to do work, 
but she believes her EE professors hate it when students think of it that way, so she sees 
energy as “stuff”, with no other physical explanation. An energy source can provide 
voltage or current or both to a circuit. Capacitors and inductors are able to store energy. 




Krit also prefers using mathematical relationships for analyzing circuits. He uses 
Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws to construct the differential equations that can 
model circuit performance. He has noticed that the equations that represent circuits are 
very similar in form to the differential equations that represent motion in physics. He 
drew detailed drawings to explain his thinking, such as the one shown as Figure 4.16. To 
explain inductance, he started with the circuit symbol and then showed a coil of wire, 
illustrating how it creates a magnetic field, but the bulk of the drawing is focused on the 
equations, showing how they are used to develop the characteristic differential equation 
in V that is similar to the position equation of motion in X. 
       
Figure 4.16  Krit’s Illustration of the Development of Circuit Equations 
In analyzing current, Krit uses the principle of superposition, the idea that currents 




He uses this to show how de-coupling of high frequency components can be implemented 
without affecting low frequency components. In analyzing AC circuits, he goes right to 
phasor representation, which is essentially the use of complex numbers to simplify the 
analysis. He uses the idea that when the input and output frequencies stay the same, then 
the phase relationships and magnitudes can be determined mathematically or graphically, 
simplifying the analysis. 
For Lee, working with voltage and current is all about formulas. It’s knowing what 
formulas to use, plugging in the numbers, and doing the calculations. He says that he only 
needs to know the formula from which he can calculate the end result. His outlook is 
strictly pragmatic. The end result is all that matters. He is not interested in how things 
work, just in what they do. For example, in determining the frequency used in a 555 timer 
circuit, he knows there are capacitors and resistors involved, but he uses the formula from 
the data sheet to choose the component values to get the frequency he wants without 
understanding how resistors and capacitors work together to produce time-varying 
waveforms. When he first learned about electricity, his instructors talked about electrons, 
current being like the flow of water and voltage being like the potential energy in a coiled 
spring. But he does not think about it that way. He says, “But that’s not how I visualize it. 
I just think of it as it is. Like voltage is voltage; current is current. I can’t think of it in an 
abstract way instead.” He thinks more about the calculations he needs to do. But in the 
end, he says the voltage is the thing he cares about the most and since current and voltage 
both indicate the same thing, it is only necessary to measure one of them, so voltage is 
usually what is measured. He knows that current is involved somehow, but thinks that it 




As a CmpE major, Miguel is much more interested in software than hardware. 
However, he does believe that it can be useful to know something about the physical 
nature of things. For instance, when looking at voltage signals, it is useful to know that 
there are finite rise and fall times that affect how signals are sensed. Looking at voltage 
waveforms on a scope can thus be useful in understanding what a signal is doing. In a 
resistance, the amounts of voltage and current present are related by V = IR, so that for a 
fixed R, increased V (voltage) results in increased I (current). But he noted an interesting 
effect of the instruction he had received in his EE program. Where before he had thought 
in terms of electron motion, he had now come to think of resistors more as squiggles with 
numbers on them to be used in calculations. So much of circuits had focused on 
mathematical manipulations that this has come to dominate his way of thinking. Voltage 
and current can be controlled, evened out, amplified, reduced, and even observed on an 
oscilloscope, but the calculations are the primary tool. He is aware of some physical 
effects of current as well. Current can create a magnetic field in an inductor, but then this 
field kind of fights against itself within the coils, so it is not clear how an inductor does 
anything useful. But he is able to do filter calculations with it using the equations. 
Other students referred to equations occasionally, such as Ohm’s Law and the power 
relationship, P = V × I, but it was never central to their explanations of what the voltage 
and current were doing. 
 
4.3.2 Physics 
For four of the participants (Charles, Don, George, and Patrick), when they talked 




conception of electrons is based on the Bohr model of the atom, in which the atom 
consists of protons, neutrons, and electrons. The protons have a positive charge and the 
electrons have a negative charge, and it is the force of attraction between them that causes 
movement of charge. Patrick’s understanding comes from what he learned about atomic 
structure in chemistry. Electrons are the primary charge carriers, but some are so tightly 
bound to their atoms that they are not free to flow, but there are some, the valence 
electrons, which are more loosely held so that when a stronger positive charge is present, 
they will move towards it. This movement is then defined as current. The driving force 
behind this attraction is a magnetic field. In explaining it, the first thing he did was draw 
a magnet, showing the magnetic lines of force. 
Don, on the other hand, talks about the electric field. For him, electricity is all about 
moving electrons, but it is the voltage that makes them move. He says that voltage is just 
another name for the electric field, which acts like a pressure pushing them in one 
direction. The source of the voltage is an electrochemical potential, like in a battery, that 
actually causes the motion. But he notes that it is also important to control the voltage to 
limit current to keep it from causing damage to components if it is too high or flows in 
the wrong direction. Power depends on the presence of both voltage and current in a 
circuit. 
Charles focuses on charge based on the Bohr model, and sees charge movement as 
based primarily on electron flow in conductors. For him, voltage is a collection of 
charges at a point. These charges, though, want to somehow equalize themselves, so they 
are always trying to get to a ground source to reach equilibrium. The resulting movement 




current, but he will also refer to it as voltage moving through components. These charges 
can also be used to store energy. The charge build-up in a capacitor, represented by the 
voltage, can be seen as a storage of potential energy, since it can do things when it has the 
opportunity to flow to ground. The inductor, on the other hand, can be seen as building 
up, or “storing” kinetic energy when current is flowing in the coils, since the charges are 
actually moving. 
George, however, sees the voltage as the electrical potential between two points, 
which he also calls the “electric motor force.” Voltage is what makes things happen, 
acting as the muscle of electrical engineering. Voltage is thus able to control the flow of 
current in a material, based on the electrical and magnetic properties of the material. 
Voltage levels control current, but the current can actually be sourced by different 
mechanisms from batteries or capacitors. The current can then pass through devices, 
creating the desired effects. It can be amplified to drive high current loads like motors, or 
to produce magnetic fields that can then interact with other parts of a circuit. Voltage 
levels can also be used as signals to pass information or control. 
Most participants expressed an awareness of current as flowing electrons or charge, 
but for many, particularly the “signals” group, it is not very important. For most, thinking 
about what is physically happening in circuits caused them to have to recall what they 
had learned in introductory courses back in sophomore year. Many claimed to have 
forgotten most of it. Julia actually admitted that she didn’t care too much about how 
things worked physically, but that she would do just enough to pass and then let it go 
away, figuring that if she ever did need it for another class, she could go back to it then. 




discussing how things work in electrical devices. Hal expresses a very traditional physics 
based model for current and voltage, but always represents it as “this is what I was 
taught.” What he really thinks is based on what he terms “vibrations,” which will be 
described in section 4.3.4 below. 
 
4.3.3 Signals and Logic States 
Three of the participants (Amir, Eric, and Nick), are primarily interested in either 
analog signals, which use voltage waveforms, or digital signals, which use discrete 
voltage levels to create “ONEs” and “ZEROs”. They are aware of voltage as a potential 
difference and current as a flow of something, but they differ in their understanding of the 
relationship between the two and their relative importance. 
Amir is an EE major with a concentration in wireless communications. Hence, his 
primary interest in voltage is as signals for communications. The signals he is concerned 
with are voltage waveforms that can be manipulated or modulated to carry information. 
He sees the voltage as representing the power in a signal, so he says that the current is not 
very important, since we only care about the shape of the message which is represented 
by the changing voltage. He is not sure about the causal relationship between voltage and 
current. At one point, he says the voltage causes the current: “The current is just when 
you pass the voltage through the resistor and then you’ll have current flow.” But then he 
will say that it is the flow of current that gives the voltage. 
As a computer engineering (CmpE) major, Eric is more focused on logic states and 
the ways they can be used by computers. He is not very interested in voltage and current 




current that does everything. By moving charge from one point to another, it is what 
creates the logic states and moves them around. This movement then results in voltage 
waveforms that represent a digital signal. He tends to use the two terms voltage and 
current interchangeably, especially when talking about power sources. Both voltage and 
current are able to pass through a component and be “used up” by a resistor. But both can 
be measured, and their values determined by calculations. 
Nick, who is also a CmpE major, is mainly interested in programming and software 
development. He knows that circuitry is needed to move signals from one device to 
another as ONEs and ZEROs, but he doesn’t particularly care how it does it. As a result, 
he does not have a clear understanding of what ONEs and ZEROs are or how they are 
generated. At one point he said a ONE is when the current is ON and a ZERO is when the 
current is OFF, but later he said the same thing about the voltage. He tends to use the two 
terms voltage and current interchangeably, seeing them as both moving together through 
the circuitry. He says you can’t have one without the other. He does draw a slight 
distinction in that current is what “gets” you voltage, or that the current “brings” the 
voltage from one place to another. So he says that the current is what is flowing, and that 
when current flows voltage just sort of “shows up”. The voltage then appears as a sort of 
difference potential. Since they are essentially the same thing, you can read either one to 
get your signal. 
 
4.3.4 Vibrations 
Hal is not satisfied with the teaching he received that electrons are particles and that 




what he has been taught about the particles, how he uses mathematical operations to 
solve problems, and how he really thinks when he tries to understand how things work. 
On the particle side, he is able to express a model of voltage and current that is very 
similar to the models held by those in the physics section above. But when talking about 
it he almost always says, “Well, we were taught this, so I guess that’s how it is.” He says 
the same about Ohm’s Law. To try to bridge the gap, he uses the analogy that current has 
a quality he calls “stickiness”. Current sticks to atoms as they pass, and the amount of 
stickiness determines the circuit behavior. But he really wants to understand what causes 
this behavior, so he has developed his own theory of vibration as the cause of everything. 
He never mentions whether he picked up any of his ideas from physics classes, so it is not 
clear if he has ever been exposed to wave theory or modern physics views of electrons. 
He expresses his theory as follows: 
“I think all of nature vibrates in a certain way. I think the way 
to understand it is to think of things in terms of vibration…I guess 
they [his teachers] are reducing them to these particles, but I don’t 
know if that is a good way to go about it. I think matter at a smaller 
and smaller size scale as well as at a bigger and bigger scale, like 
galaxies and stuff, all have this vibration, so I think in our ultimate 
control of everything we need a good understanding of how these 
vibrations interact with each other.” 
 
Hal wonders if it might be these vibrations that cause electrons and protons to attract 
each other. He would rather think of it this way than to just lump everything together as 






The final two participants, Bazil and Frank, find electrical phenomena mystifying. 
They do not have clear ideas about where voltage and current come from, how they relate 
to each other, or even which is which. When taking his introductory circuits classes, 
Frank was always confused about whether it was voltage or current that flowed through a 
circuit. Even now, as a senior, he has not resolved that. He is just as likely to say voltage 
goes through a component as he is to say current is going through. When he does 
differentiate, it is to say that voltage is the property of a point, while current is the speed 
at which the volts are moving. One thing that seems to contribute to his confusion is the 
use of the terms AC and DC. In AC, he is not quite sure what is alternating, so Frank 
often uses the terms voltage and current as a pair, drawing little distinction between them. 
Bazil, in a similar vein, sees the whole thing as magical. He knows that voltage 
somehow makes current flow, but he has no idea where the voltage comes from. To him, 
it is something that comes from a power supply, but the ultimate source of voltage is “the 
wall,” 120 VAC from a wall outlet. How it gets there is a mystery to him. To build a 
circuit, he has to have a data sheet that tells him exactly how to hook up everything. But 
even when it works he continues to wonder, “How does it know what to do?” He thinks 
that it might be helpful to know how things work better than he does. 
 
4.4 Voltage and Current: Definitions and Relationships 
As a part of their models, each participant included definitions of voltage and current and 
how they relate to each other. Results are shown in Table 4.4. For 12 out of the 15 




Hal, Julia) equated the electrons to individual charges and spoke of the charges flowing. 
Miguel added the idea of causality, that the current is when the electrons are being 
attracted to something, while Hal brought in the idea that the current is measured as how 
much charge passes a point every second. George and Nick saw the current as something 
that was flowing, but were not specific as to what was actually moving. Frank, who was 
listed above in the “confusion” category, was the most confused on this point. He did not 
mention electrons, but said that the current was actually the speed at which the volts were 
moving. For him, the voltage was the property of a point, while potential difference was 
the difference between the amount of volts at two different points. When current is 
flowing, these volts can move from one place to another. For Charles and Hal, the voltage 
was equated to a collection of charge at a point, like when a capacitor is “charged up” to 
a voltage. Krit and Don called it an electric field, with Don adding that the field came 
from an electrochemical potential that was a property of the materials in the circuit. Most 
(10 of 15) equated voltage to a potential difference in some form, usually between two 
points. For most, this potential difference was what caused the current to flow, as 
described by Ohm’s law (V = I × R). Thus the voltage was able to cause, or to control, 
the current. The voltage comes initially from a power source from which it can push 
current. Interestingly, no one mentioned the need to have a complete circuit before 
current can flow. They focused mainly at the single component level, in which a potential 
difference across that component meant that a current would be flowing in that 
component. Conversely, then, if a current was present in a branch, then it could “generate” 
a voltage across that branch. The terms were frequently used interchangeably, so it was 




Table 4.4  Voltage and Current Definitions and Relationships 
Pseudonym Voltage Definition Current Definition Relationship 
Amir Potential difference Flow of electrons (charge) 
 
Voltage causes current; flow of current gives the voltage. 
 
Bazil Potential difference in 
electrical energy 
 
Flow of electrons 
 




A collection of charge at a 
point 
 
Flow of electrons from one point to 
another 
 
Terms sometimes used interchangeably. 
Current is the FLOW of electrons, while voltage is the 
ACCUMULATION of electrons. 
Voltage causes current, and can control it. Linked by V=I*R 
 





Voltage causes current, related by E =I*R. 





Difference in charge at 
one point vs. another 
point. 
 
The flow of electrons from one 
point to another. 
It is what does everything. 
 




A property of a point. 
Potential Difference is a 
voltage difference 
between two points. 
 
Speed at which the volts are 
moving. 
 















Table 4.4 Continued 





Flow of electrons (charge per 
second passing one spot) 
 
Related by V = I*R, across a capacitor causes current; 
across a diode allows one way current; 




Potential difference (the 
difference of electrons at 
two different points) 
 
the movement of electrons 
 
Voltage can create current. 
Related by mathematical operations. 





between two points, or 
charge at one point vs. 
another 
 
Flow of electrons (negative charges) 
 
Voltage pushes current. 






Flow of electrons 
 
There must be a voltage difference to generate current. 








Voltage and current indicate the same thing. 
Voltage can control Current. 






Electrons being attracted to 
something 
 
Voltage and current are related by V = I*R.  





(Voltage just "shows up") 
Current is what flows 
 
Terms used interchangeably, often confused. 
But, you can't have one without the other. 





"Drops" or difference 
 
Flow of electrons 
 
 
Current can determine voltage, while voltage can show current. 
Voltage in a capacitor is related to a change in current. 





Pitterson (2015) found that students, even when they are advanced in their studies, 
when asked to explain circuit concepts, tend to default back to the use of analogies that 
they learned in their introductory courses. She observed that while this may be useful in 
describing abstract concepts, it can cause misconceptions to arise if the analogy is taken 
too far. For example, the common analogy of electric current being like water flow is 
frequently used by instructors and students alike. But when the analogy breaks down, it 
can lead to erroneous conclusions, such as what happens when the pipe (or wire) is cut? 
In the water case, the water will spill out, while in the case of an electric current, the 
current just stops. (Under certain conditions, an electric arc may form, but for different 
reasons.) 
All of the students in the present study used analogies in one form or another to 
describe their thinking, as summarized in Table 4.5. Not surprisingly, the most common 
analogy used was the water flow analogy with several variations. Of the fifteen 
participants, eleven of them talked about water flow in waterfalls, rivers, pipes, and even 
a bucket brigade. For most, current was the movement of the water and voltage was some 
force causing it to move, such as gravity in the waterfalls or pressure in the pipes. Several 
observed that constriction in a pipe is like resistance, while Don added that diodes and 
transistors act like valves. Frank wasn’t sure whether it was voltage or current moving in 
the pipe, so he preferred the idea of the bucket brigade, where the voltage going through 
is the water in the buckets and the current is the speed at which they are moving. Hal’s 
variation on water in the pipe was that the electrons have a property he called “stickiness.” 




grabs onto other electrons as they pass by, causing them to “jiggle” or vibrate more. This 
additional vibration is what causes heating in a circuit. Patrick used the difference 
between solids and liquids as an analogy for conductors and non-conductors. When 
electrons are tightly held by their atoms, conduction is limited like in a solid that does not 
easily change its shape. When some of the electrons are loosely held, they can be free to 
move, allowing conduction, just as a liquid can easily flow taking on the shape of its 
container. Bazil and Krit likened these free electrons in a conductor to a “sea” of 
electrons. This sea of electrons in a metal is what allows the current to flow, since current 
is moving electrons. For them to move, however, there must be something pushing them. 
For Julia, voltage is this push, while George calls voltage the “muscle” of electrical 
engineering. 
What causes these forces? Four of the participants spoke of this in anthropomorphic 
terms, that is, they spoke of the voltage, current, and electrons as if they had minds of 
their own and were making conscious decisions as to what to do. Charles was able to say 
that the electrons “want” to get to a ground source, and that they follow the path of least 
resistance because they are “lazy.” Miguel said that potential drop is what makes 
electrons “want” to go through a component. In speaking of diodes, Ira said, “The voltage 
drop will ‘want’ to go in the other direction but the current won’t ‘let’ it.” Bazil is 
troubled by this. He thinks that somehow there must be some conscious decision making 
going on. He said, “I know how to calculate current flow, but it doesn’t seem too intuitive 
to me how this electron knows, how it knows what to do…It just seems to know 




Table 4.5  Analogies Used to Explain Voltage and Current  
Sorted by Dominant Theme 
 
  Pseudonym (Theme) Analogies Used 
Ira (Math) Water in a river: Current is the power. 
ANTHROPOMORPHIC: The voltage drop will WANT to go in the other direction 
but the current won't LET it. 
 
Julia (Math) Voltage is a push. Current is like water running through a wire.  
If you cut the wire, the electrons will spill out. 
Differential equations model things that are going on in a circuit. 
 
Krit (Math) A SEA of electrons in a metal enables current flow. 
Equations of MOTION in Physics are analogous to circuit equations. 
 
Lee (Math) Was taught analogies: Current = water flow, Voltage = potential in a spring,  
but prefers to think in terms of CALCULATIONS that need to be done. 
 
Miguel (Math) Current: WATER shooting through a small tube. 
ANTHROPOMORPHIC: Potential drop makes electrons WANT to go 
through a component. 
 
Charles (Physics) ANTHROPOMORPHIC: Electrons are lazy, they follow the path of least resistance. 
Electrons WANT to get to a ground source. 
 
Don (Physics) WATER IN A PIPE: Voltage is pressure, Current is the water, 





Table 4.5 Continued 
Pseudonym (Theme) Analogies Used 
George (Physics) Voltage is muscle. 




SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS: In a conductor, electrons can be mobile as in a liquid. 
In a non-conductor, electrons can be static as in a solid. 
 
Eric (Signals) Voltage is gravitational potential, Current is flowing water. 
 
Amir (Signals) WATERFALL: Voltage is the height, Current is the amount of water. 
 
Nick (Signals) Current: a water hose in which the water is electricity. 
Charge is stored (in a capacitor) by MAGIC. 
 
Hal (Vibration) Water through a pipe. 
Electrons are STICKY: they grab onto other atoms as they brush past making them 
jiggle more, slowing them down and causing heat. 
 
Bazil (Confusion) A SEA of electrons in a metal enables current flow. 
MAGICAL: “You connect it and everything just flows…how does it know what to do?” 
 
Frank (Confusion) Voltage or current is like water in a pipe, resistance is like squeezing the pipe. 
BUCKET BRIGADE: Voltage is the water in the buckets, Current is the speed at 





Krit used a different type of analogy. He saw the similarities between the equations of 
motion in physics and the circuit equations of RLC circuits. Julia has a similar view, in 
which the differential equations are more real to her than the physical phenomena. Lee, 
on the other hand, was taught the traditional analogies, that current is like water flow and 
voltage is like potential in a spring, but he does not think of it that way. He prefers to 
think in terms of the calculations that need to be done. 
 
4.6 Misconceptions 
Since the original purpose of this study was to create representations of the mental 
models of each participant without necessarily making a judgment as to whether they 
were right or wrong, misconceptions were not the focus. But inevitably, multiple 
misconceptions were revealed, sometimes playing significant roles in students’ mental 
models. For something to be labeled a misconception, it must be at variance with a 
commonly accepted “correct” conception. A breakdown of misconceptions held by the 
participants is shown in Table 4.6. A brief statement of the corresponding correct 
conception is given in parentheses after each item. From this table, it can be seen that all 
but two of the participants (George and Krit) expressed ideas that can be considered 
misconceptions. The most common was the confusion of the two terms, voltage and 
current, often used interchangeably to express the same things. Many of the 
misconceptions were similar to the ones observed by Goris (2012), particularly relating to 





Table 4.6  Misconceptions 
Misconception Correct Conception Instances 
1. Voltage can “go through” or 
“flow in” a component.  
Voltage is a potential difference 
between two points that causes 
the electrons to move. 
 
6 (Amir, Charles, 
Eric, Frank, 
Ira, Julia) 
2. The terms “voltage” and 
current” are often used 
interchangeably. 
Voltage and current are NOT the 
same thing. Voltage is the potential 
difference while current is the actual 
movement of charged particles. 
 
4 (Eric, Frank, Lee,  
Nick) 
3. Voltage and current can be 
“consumed” in a component. 
Voltage and current are never 
consumed. The sum of all currents 
entering a device must equal the 
sum of all currents leaving the 
device. 
 
4 (Don, Eric, Hal, 
Nick) 
4. Voltage is a property of a point. Voltage is a difference between two 
points. When spoken of at a single 
point, it is in reference to a common 
point. 
 
2 (Charles, Frank) 
5. The ultimate source of voltage 
is “the wall”. 
Voltage is present in a wall socket 
because it is connected to a power 
generating station somewhere. 
 
1 (Bazil) 
6. Voltage is a difference in the 
number of electrons at two 
different points. 
Voltage refers to the forces acting 
on the electrons present to cause 
them to move one way or the other. 
 
1 (Ira) 
7. Changing voltage changes the 
electrochemical potential of a 
material. 
Electrochemical potential only 
relates to the internal operation of a 
battery. It is not involved in current 
flow in wires. 
 
1 (Don) 
8. Current is the speed at which 
the volts are moving. 
Current is measured as the quantity 
of charge passing a point in a given 
time. It is not related to speed. 
 
1 (Frank) 
9. Current in a resistor generates a 
voltage. 
Voltage across a resistor causes 




10.   Current “brings” voltage from 
one place to another. 
Current is the flow of charge, it 
cannot bring voltage. 
 
1 (Nick) 
11.   Resistance in a circuit will 
change if current is fixed and you 
change the voltage. 
Resistance is fixed by the physical 
components in a circuit. Neither 
voltage nor current can change it. 
 
1 (Ira) 
12.   There can be no voltage present 
if no current is flowing. 
Voltage is a potential, so it can be 
present when no current is flowing, 
as in a battery. A complete circuit is 






Table 4.6  Continued 
Misconception Correct Conception Instances 
13.   In digital circuits, current is 
involved somehow, but is not 
very important. 
Current is the movement of charge, 
so must be taken into account in all 
circuits, even digital. 
 
1 (Lee) 
14.   A logic ONE is when the 
current is ON; a logic ZERO is 
when the current is OFF. 
In most digital circuits, logic ONEs 
and ZEROs are defined as two 
distinct voltage levels that can be 




15.   If several devices are in parallel 
and the first ones draw too much 
power, there won’t be enough 
left for the ones at the end of the 
line. 
Devices in parallel have the same 
voltage across them, so the power 
drawn by each is determined by its 




16.   If there is current in a wire and 
the wire is cut, the electrons will 
spill out. 
When a wire is cut, the current stops 
everywhere and the electrons 
remain in the wire. 
 
1 (Julia) 
17.   The current rating of a supply 
means that that much current 
will be forced through any load 
attached to it. 
The rating is the maximum that can 
be drawn. The amount drawn is 




18.   Energy is “stuff”. Energy is not a substance; it is a 
capacity to do work. 
 
1 (Julia) 
19.  Adding capacitance to a power 
line makes the current flow 
faster. 
 




20.   If there is a potential 
difference between the plates 
of a capacitor, current will 
flow through the insulator. 
The potential between the plates is 
proportional to the amount of 




21.  The more charged a capacitor 
becomes, the more it will act like 
a resistor. 
 
The capacitor does not act like a 
resistor, regardless of charge. 
 
1 (Miguel) 
22.  Larger capacitors can hold 
larger voltages. 
Voltage ratings of capacitors are 
determined by the distance between 
the plates, not the capacitance value. 
 
1 (Patrick) 
23.  Current in a capacitor can’t 
change instantaneously. 
Voltage across a capacitor cannot 
change instantaneously, current can. 
1 (Julia) 
24.  Some of the current in an 
inductor goes through the core 
material. 
Inductor current is in the coil of 




25.  Current in an inductor generates 
an electric field. 
Current in a wire generates a 
magnetic field. A changing 






The number of misconceptions held were then sorted by theme group, with the results 
shown in Table 4.7. 




(From Table 4.6) 
Mathematics Ira 4 
 Julia 4 
 Lee 4 
 Miguel 1 
 Krit 0 
      Group Avg. 2.6 
   
Physics Charles 2 
 Don 2 
 Patrick 1 
 George 0 
       Group Avg 1.25 
   
Signals Nick 6 
 Eric 4 
 Amir 2 
       Group Avg 4.0 
   
Vibrations Hal 2 
   
Confusion Frank 4 
 Bazil 1 
       Group Avg 2.5 






CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to probe into the conceptual understanding of electrical 
phenomena among undergraduate students who, as seniors, are nearing the completion of 
an Electrical Engineering (EE) program at a major university and are soon to graduate 
into the world of engineering practice. By focusing on students’ mental models of 
threshold concepts in electrical phenomena, the present study provides representations of 
student conceptual understanding developed by the end of an undergraduate curriculum 
in EE. This knowledge can contribute to further systematic research into pedagogical and 
assessment methods in this area of study, which forms one of the most basic and 
fundamental areas of knowledge needed by EE students. 
 
5.2 Benefits of Mental Models 
The research question for this study was: 
What do senior EE students’ mental models of the fundamental electrical 
phenomena of voltage, current, and the relationship between them look like? 
 
The fifteen different models obtained in this study show that it is possible to create 
representations of the mental models of individual students through a method of 




also share some common features of structure that allow them to be used to compare and 
contrast the participants, as well as to group them by common themes. Since it was not 
possible to interview the participants at the beginning of their academic careers, nothing 
definite can be said about the mental models they had when they entered the university. 
But what can be done is to compare where they are now with where they ought to be (or 
where their instructors would like them to be). According to Jilek (2006), the goal of the 
instructors should be for the students to learn the concepts of electrical phenomena well 
enough to be able to use the concepts to design useful things. Similarly, Anant Agarwal 
(Agarwal & Lang, 2005), a professor at MIT, claimed that the purpose of engineering is 
to use knowledge of science to build useful things. Pitterson (2015) asserted that, 
“Students should exit the learning experience with the ability to not only prove 
mathematically the relationship between concepts but also having the ability to verbalize 
the means by which these relationships exist and why they exist.” This would mean that 
students should not only be able to manipulate the equations to solve certain problems, 
but should understand the underlying phenomena, in this case voltage and current, well 
enough to be able to solve any other problems in this domain. 
 
5.3 Analogies and Metaphors 
Pitterson (2015) draws a distinction between analogies and metaphors. Analogies 
make more or less direct comparisons between two domains of reality. As a pedagogical 
tool, the idea is to communicate features of the concepts being taught, the “target” 
domain, with the features of a domain that is assumed to be well known by the students. 




gravity or pressure to represent potential difference, or voltage. Some of the participants 
of the present study have incorporated these analogies into their mental models in a 
generative way, that is, when running the model to solve a problem, the analogy actually 
contributes to their thinking about the problem and helps to lead to a prediction of the 
solution. Others remembered the analogies as tools that were used by their instructors to 
teach them, and they use them primarily as means to explain things to others. Analogies, 
by their nature, connect two domains that are alike in a few ways but unlike in most 
others. When using them as pedagogical tools, instructors must take special care to 
highlight the limitations of the analogies so as not to lead students to develop erroneous 
models. It has been shown (Gentner & Stevens, 1983) that mental models incorporating 
analogies can lead to false conclusions when the analogy is extended beyond its limits, 
such as when Julia concluded that since water spills out of a broken pipe, electrons must 
spill out of a broken wire. Goris (2012) observed that students using the water analogy 
will often reason, from the knowledge that water enters an empty pipe at one end and 
then flows out the other end, that current behaves in the same way. She refers to this as 
the “sink” model. In this model, the electrons enter the wire at the battery and then flow 
to the load, where they are somehow “consumed.” In a study of university students in 
Italy, Picciarelly (1991) observed a similar misconception, the belief that current was a 
sequential process with a beginning and an end, such that loads connected in series are 
excited one at a time as the current “reaches” them. This obscures the necessity of a 
complete circuit for current flow (R. A. Streveler, Litzinger, Miller, & Steif, 2008). 
Metaphors, on the other hand, introduce a degree of imagination to help visualize 




characteristics to circuits, components, or electrons as if they had minds or even feelings 
of their own. This metaphoric way of speaking is very common in the electronics world, 
so much so that engineers and educators alike often speak this way without even realizing 
it. It is a convenient way of speaking of forces that you don’t want to go into detail about, 
but that are causing things to happen. It is assumed that most students will realize that 
electrons cannot think for themselves, but the opportunity for confusion is there. 
 
5.4 Prevalence of Misconceptions 
Most of the students in this study indicated that they had had very little exposure to 
the qualitative side of how electric circuits work. When asked how things work, they 
would often refer back to their introductory courses they had taken several years ago, and 
then they claimed that they had only touched on those ideas briefly before moving into 
the use of mathematical equations. So it is not too surprising that for five of the fifteen 
participants, mathematical equations were their primary means of addressing electrical 
phenomena. Of these five, all but one (Krit) held multiple misconceptions concerning 
voltage and current. Since the concepts involved were reduced to variables in an equation, 
the causal relationships between them were obscured. Several saw voltage and current as 
indicating essentially the same thing, such that voltage was able to travel through 
components, or that the resistance of a circuit can change if the voltage or current are 
changed. In addition, Ira thought that voltage was the difference in the number of 
electrons at two points and that inductor current can flow in the core material. Julia 
thought that energy was some kind of “stuff” and that if you cut a wire with current 




parallel that the first ones would use up most of the power so that there wouldn’t be 
enough left for the ones at the end. Miguel thought that the more charged a capacitor 
becomes, the more it will act like a resistor. He also thought that capacitors and inductors 
worked essentially the same way since they were taught at the same time. 
On average, the three participants in the signals group had the largest number of 
misconceptions. This was not too surprising, since all of them stated that they were 
primarily concerned with the information being represented and didn’t particularly care 
about the physical means of representing it. As a result, they tended to confuse voltage 
and current. In addition, two of the three were CmpE majors whose primary interest was 
software, removing them even further from hardware concerns. 
The group with the fewest misconceptions was the physics group. Since their primary 
mode of thinking involved the presence and movement of charge based on their 
understanding of atoms, protons, and electrons, they tended to have a better 
understanding of what was happening at the microscopic level. Charles thought of 
voltage as a collection of charge at a point that could then travel through components 
with the charge. Don had difficulty with the idea of electro-chemical potential. At one 
point, he said that each material had its own characteristic potential, but that it could be 
changed by changing the voltage. Patrick’s only misconceptions were in confusing how 
capacitors and inductors worked, while George showed no misconceptions at all. 
While Hal believed that vibrations were at the heart of everything, he was able to 
express what he was taught about voltage, current, and the movement of charge 





In the confusion group, Frank remembered being confused about whether it was 
voltage or current that went through the wire when thinking about conduction. He has 
never resolved that, frequently using the terms interchangeably. When he did distinguish 
them, he said that voltage was what flowed and current was the speed at which it flowed. 
Bazil’s confusion was different. First, he had no idea how electricity was generated; he 
only knew you could use it by plugging into the wall. Secondly, what bothered him most 
was how the electrons could “know” what they were supposed to do. 
Overall, thirteen of the fifteen participants were shown to have significant 
misconceptions in their mental models. 
As Reed-Rhoads and Imbrie (2008) had observed, there is little known or published 
about engineering subject matter misconceptions. What had been done focused mostly on 
resistive circuits (Engelhardt & Beichner, 2004; Picciarelly, et al., 1991). Of the 
misconceptions from this study, shown in Table 4.7, those that related to resistive circuits 
were similar to those that had been seen in the previous studies and in Goris (2012). 
However, additional misconceptions were observed in the area of current in logic circuits, 
as well as in the way current and voltage behave in circuits involving capacitors and 
inductors. 
 
5.5 Effects of Language on the Generation of Misconceptions 
In exploring students’ misconceptions and how they affect the students’ thinking, one 
of the major benefits of naturalistic inquiry became clear. When a student made a 
statement that appeared ambiguous or unclear, the investigator was able to probe more 




student’s thinking. This is an important point on the use of language. In any field, there 
are terms and ways of speaking that are common among practitioners and educators, but 
have the potential of causing misconceptions among students. 
 
5.5.1 “Current Flows” 
For example, Goris (Goris, 2012) and others have said that the statement “current 
flows” is itself a misconception. But is it? It could be, depending on what the student 
saying it really means. If the meaning is that there is some substance called “current” that 
is moving through the wires, then yes, this would be a misconception. On a written 
instrument where this statement is made, or this box is checked on a multiple choice 
inventory, it is difficult to tell if this is the case. In the present study, when this statement 
was made, the investigator was able to follow up by asking what it was that was actually 
flowing. Twelve of the fifteen participants then clarified that what they meant was that it 
was electrons that were flowing in the circuit. One thought it was the voltage that was 
flowing (a different misconception), and in the other two cases, the students were more 
interested in the effects of the current, so that the investigator was not able to follow up 
sufficiently to determine their exact view on this point. 
In his introductory circuits text, Herrick (2003) first introduced the idea of the motion 
of electrons as charge carriers, and even informed the students that the use of the word 
“flow” comes from an earlier misconception that electricity was some kind of fluid in the 
wires. He then defined current as the flow of electrons, but soon transitioned into the 
common mode of speaking among electrical engineers who say that “current flows.” 




assumed that students have already been exposed to the ideas of charge and electron 
movement in their physics classes. He then encouraged them to think of current as an 
abstraction that helps to simplify the complexities represented by Maxwell’s equations. 
This simplification, he asserted, will allow them to more easily use the concept of current 
as a tool to help them to create useful things. In this abstraction, current flows, and he 
used that term throughout the text. 
Language purists may say that this is like saying “the flow of electrons flows,” which 
is redundant. True, but common language has many such redundancies, such as “ATM 
machine” (literally, Automatic Teller Machine machine) and “BAUD rate” (literally, bit 
rate rate). Faced with this, it would then be up to educators to do their best to see that 
their students understand that when they say “current flow” that they are actually 
referring to a movement of charge, which in wires is carried by electrons. To check on 
this, they could engage in brief conversations with a sampling of their students in which 
they could observe how the students express themselves when speaking of current. 
 
5.5.2 Voltage at a Point 
Another common misconception that can be linked to an inaccurate, but common, 
mode of expression is the idea of voltage as a property of a point. Voltage can be defined 
as “the electromotive force (electrical pressure) that causes electrons to drift in the same 
direction…It is also called potential difference because voltage is always the difference in 
potential between two points” (Herrick, 2003). In the present study, only one of the 
students used the term “electromotive force” to describe voltage. Of the ten who saw it as 




charge difference, and the other called it an energy difference. Two called it the charge at 
a point, while another called it both charge at a point and potential difference. The 
remaining two students called voltage an electric field. 
In every circuit there is a point, often called “common” or “ground,” which is used as 
a reference point from which all other voltages are measured. Unfortunately, it is 
common practice among engineers, educators, and textbooks to refer to circuit voltages 
as, for example, “the voltage at Node A.” What is really meant by this is, “the potential 
difference between Node A and common.” While the experienced usually understand this, 
it can be a source of confusion for the student. This confusion can be seen when a student 
misapplies Ohm’s Law, calculating current in a component by using only one “node 
voltage” divided by whatever resistor touches it, rather than the voltage difference across 
the component. Educators need to continually emphasize the idea that it is a potential 
difference between two points. 
 
5.5.3 Confusing Voltage with Current 
More than half (eight out of fifteen) of the students in the present study showed 
instances of confusing the terms voltage and current, either using the terms 
interchangeably as if they represented the same thing or attributing to one the properties 
of the other. One thing that seems to contribute to this confusion is the use of the terms 
DC and AC. In speaking of voltage, instructors will often use the term VDC, which 
literally means “Volts Direct Current”. What the instructor means when he/she says 
“12VDC” is that the voltage difference at the point in question referenced to common is 




one direction. But the student, not being aware of all of this underlying meaning, on 
hearing the term “VDC” has to wonder, is the instructor talking about voltage or current, 
or are they somehow the same thing? 
 
5.6 What about Grade Point Average (GPA)? 
It has been shown that most of the mental models of the students in this study 
incorporate misconceptions that indicate weaknesses in their understanding of the 
concepts studied. Figure 5.1 below compares the number of misconceptions observed, as 
shown in Table 4.7, with each student’s reported Grade Point Average (GPA), one of the 
primary measures of student success in the academic world. There appears to be little 
correlation between them. One of the two students with no misconceptions observed was 
at the high end of GPA, but the other, at 3.14, was in the mid-range. The student with the 
lowest GPA had four misconceptions, but the others with four to six misconceptions were 
clustered in the 3.25 to 3.75 range.  Though the number of students is much too small to 
draw any definite conclusions, these results could suggest that GPA may not be a very 
useful measure of conceptual understanding. 
 


























CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
This study included fifteen students who are all in their final year of a course of study 
in the Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) Department at a major university and 
are soon to graduate into the world of engineering practice. While it is a small sample, it 
can provide a snapshot of the types of mental models that are being developed by 
students in this program. In developing the mental model for each student participant, 
each student had to be considered as an individual, with the result that each model was 
unique. This goes beyond discovering misconceptions, or determining whether a student 
can solve a particular kind of problem. Misconceptions, in most cases, are present, but the 
mental model attempts to show how the student uses the concepts they have, right or 
wrong, when they think in this domain. There were similarities between models that led 
to grouping them by dominant themes. These themes: mathematics, physics, signals, 
vibrations, and confusion; can be useful in understanding and even predicting how a 
student will respond when faced with a particular situation or problem. 
 
6.1 Student Perspective 
From the individual student’s perspective, does it matter what his/her mental model 
of voltage and current looks like or what misconceptions are present? If the student’s goal 




concepts of the field, then any weaknesses or errors in his mental models could be 
considered failures to achieve that goal. Edgerton (2014) observed that, “A graduate who 
doesn’t have solid knowledge and understanding of the basics not only disappoints the 
employer, but him/herself gets frustrated and does not succeed as well.” If the student’s 
goals were more pragmatic in nature, i.e., that he would want to learn enough to be able 
to function effectively in his chosen branch of the field, then some concepts might be 
deemed more important than others. For example, all four of the CmpE majors (Eric, 
Miguel, Nick, and Patrick) stated that they were primarily interested in software and 
didn’t care very much for how things worked physically, although Miguel did admit that 
it might be something useful to know. 
For software engineers, then, understanding voltage and current may be of less 
importance than knowing languages and data structures. Students who are more 
mathematically focused may be able to do well in some types of circuit design, 
particularly when it involves modelling and analysis. But not all electrical and electronic 
design can be done by manipulating equations. Many of the problems faced by design 
engineers are not easily modeled by the equations. To solve problems involving things 
like parasitic effects, inductive kick-back, transients, temperature variation, etc., 
designers and troubleshooters need to be able to develop a deep understanding of how 
electronic systems are affected by a wide variety of component and environmental 
variables. The basis of all of this is an understanding of electrical charge, how it moves 
(current), and the forces that cause it to move (potential difference, or voltage). 
Working in research at the nano-level may also require knowledge of what goes on at 




of the art in LED technology at Sandia Laboratory has stated, “We want to understand 
what happens at the nanometer scale inside the semiconductors on which solid state 
lighting is based when you send electricity in” (Choi, 2010). 
 
6.2 Program Perspective 
The findings of this study have implications for the course of study that these students 
were engaged in. How effective has it been in developing the conceptual understanding 
that they will need after they graduate? Measuring students’ conceptual understanding is 
very difficult to do. For students, their primary measures of success are course grades and 
GPA. Professors are often focused on input: what topics am I covering, how can I cover 
more in my lectures, what methods should I use, etc. One professor was heard to exclaim, 
“I don’t have time for questions, I’ve got all this material to cover!” Exams, which are 
often the only form of assessment used, are often designed, as Pitterson (2015) 
discovered, with greater emphasis on ease of grading than on assessing conceptual 
understanding. Parent (2011) attempted to use a skills audit exam for graduating seniors 
for “the purpose of assessing the teaching and the students’ mastery of core concepts in 
EE” . Consistently low scores indicated a problem in the students’ learning, but rather 
than address those issues, their solution was to fix the test, and give the students an on-
line sample test to study from! At MIT, Darmofal (2002) had a similar experience. To 
assess his students’ learning in an aerodynamics course (enrollment of 40), he devised a 
final exam that tested his students’ conceptual understanding rather than the traditional 
“plug-and-chug” tests that he had been using. The results were disastrous. But rather than 




“Although we thought our students were achieving a deep 
level of conceptual understanding through our teaching, they 
were not. As a result, in the final exam, we assessed skills 
which the students did not have a good opportunity to develop 
through the subject’s pedagogy. Since we felt strongly that 
conceptual understanding was a primary goal in our subject, we 
needed to change our teaching.” (Darmofal, 2002) 
 
They implemented a Peer Instruction model using concept questions following Mazur 
(1997), gave pre-class readings and homework, and changed their exams from a written 
to an oral format. They found that an oral exam could give the faculty greater insight into 
how students understand and are able to talk about the concepts. These benefits are very 
similar to those achieved by the use of naturalistic inquiry in the present study. 
The mental models of students’ conceptual understanding of the basic concepts of 
voltage and current in electrical systems developed in the present study can thus 
contribute to the assessment of the current ECE curriculum’s ability to develop this 
conceptual understanding. 
 
6.3 Limitations of the Study 
Since all of the participants were seniors, the models represent their current state of 
conceptual understanding at this stage in their academic careers. To reach this point, each 
student can be considered to have entered the university with some pre-existing model of 
electrical phenomena, which will have varied widely from person to person. Some may 
have been very rudimentary, based only on their personal experience with the use of 




their daily lives. Others may have had models developed through science courses in 
primary and secondary school, while still others may have had more advanced models 
due to focused experience as electronics hobbyists, technicians, or even professionals 
working in the field. All of them will then have undergone a process of conceptual 
change due to their experiences as university students in an electrical engineering 
curriculum. A limitation of this study was that it was not possible to interview these same 
students at the beginning of their university careers, so what has been created can only be 
a snapshot of where they are now. 
 
6.4 Recommendations for Further Study 
Based on the experience gained here, future efforts can be directed towards 
simplifying the method with the goal of producing an instrument that can be more easily 
administered to larger groups, while preserving the advantages of naturalistic inquiry. 
The instrument could then be adapted to assess conceptual understanding achieved in 
individual courses as well as full curricula. To assess an individual course, the course 
designers would need to identify a small number of key concepts that are at the core of 
the course. The assessor could then administer the instrument as a pre- and post- 
assessment to a sampling of the students in the course. The analysis of the resulting data 
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Appendix B Participant Consent Form 
RESEARCH PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 
Doctoral Dissertation 
Principal Investigator: Mark T. Carnes, P.E. 
Purdue University 
School of Engineering Education 
 
The focus of this research is on conceptual understanding of electrical engineering 
concepts.  Participation in the study consists of a single interview of approximately 
one hour duration. 
 
You understand that you will be compensated $20 for your time, but no 
additional benefits of any kind will be provided as a result of participation in 
this study. 
 
Participation in this study will have no effect on any courses, grades, or academic records.  
 
Confidentiality:   
All names and identifiers will be removed from data prior to any data analysis. 
Unauthorized personnel will not have access to the data.  Material from this research 
will be used by the researcher in a published doctoral dissertation, presentations at 
professional conferences, and  other  published research articles. 
 
Voluntary Nature of Participation 
You do not have to participate in this research project.  If you agree to participate, you can 
withdraw your participation at any time without penalty. 
 
Documentation of Informed Consent: 
I have had the opportunity to read this consent form and have the research study explained.  
I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the research project and my questions 
have been answered.   I am prepared to participate in the research project described above.  



















Appendix C Demographic and Educational Information Form 
 
Research Participant Demographic and Educational Information 
 
Study Name:   Conceptual Understanding 
Participant number: _________ 
 















Appendix D Interview Protocol 
Interview Protocol: 
1. RESISTORS 
a. What is a resistor? 
b. What does it do? 
c. How does it do that? 
d. How would you use one? 
2. CAPACITORS 
a. What is a capacitor? 
b. What does it do? 
c. How does it do that? 
d. How would you use one? 
3. INDUCTORS 
a. What is an inductor? 
b. What does it do? 
c. How does it do that? 
d. How would you use one? 
NOTE:  Follow-up questions for clarification of terms used by the participants will be 
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• the use of computer tools, specifically MATLAB, in solving engineering 
problems. 
 
Instructor, INSPIRE Summer Academies     
 Summer 2009, 2010 
 Taught Professional Development Seminars to elementary school teachers 
concerning the introduction of engineering concepts into their classrooms. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE       
 
Electronics Design Engineer, Carrier Electronics, Huntington, Indiana   1996-2008 
I was the lead electronic hardware designer on several of the embedded controls for 
Carrier's ProDialog family of chiller controls.  Carrier is a world leader in the Heating, 
Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Industry, and the controls I designed 
represent the state of the art in this industry.  As a lead design engineer in Carrier's 
Commercial Design Group, I was a leader in every phase of electronic design. I 
developed and wrote functional specifications and test specifications, created circuit 
designs and produced schematic drawings and bills of material, and led design 
reviews. I interfaced with customers, manufacturing, and logistics. I also sustained a 
wide range of Carrier commercial products and was widely recognized for my root 
cause analysis abilities. I developed equipment and procedures, and provided training 
to Carrier internal customers to aid them in trouble-shooting our products. 
I wrote both qualification and production test specifications for many of the products 
in the ProDialog family. I also worked closely with the test engineering group in 
developing, planning and conducting a wide range of validation tests.  I am co-
inventor on an international patent (pending) for a portion of this work. 
 
Electronics Design Engineer, Magnetek, Huntington, Indiana    1995-1996 
As a designer of electronic ballasts for fluorescent lighting, I solved technical 
problems that resulted in higher efficiency and lower cost products. 
 
 
Electronics Design Engineer, Xetron Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio   1987-1995 








Electronics Design Engineer, RCA, Indianapolis, Indiana   1985-1986 
I designed electronic power supplies for video monitors.  I hold one U.S. patent for a 
portion of this work that resulted in higher efficiency operation. 
 
Electronics Design Engineer, Naval Avionics Center, Indianapolis, IN    1975-1985,  
                    1986-1987 
I designed electronic power converters for air navigation systems for the US Navy.  
As a result of this work, I gained an extensive knowledge of the structure and use of 
Military Specifications (MIL-SPECs). 
________________________________________________________________________ 
RESEARCH EXPERIENCE          
 
Graduate Research Assistant, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana     2009-2011 
As a research assistant, I participated in research and data analysis into the 
effectiveness of Engineering Education methods, and have taught engineering 
concepts to elementary school teachers as a part of INSPIRE, a K-12 outreach 
program. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
PUBLICATIONS           
 
Garcia, J.M., Homkes, R., Carnes, M.T., Taylor, K.D., “Lessons Learned from Team-
Teaching a PBL Robotics Course with Multi-Disciplinary Instructors and Students.”  
ASEE Annual Conference, 2015. 
 
Carnes, M.T., Diefes-Dux, H.A., “Conceptual Understanding and Mental Models of 
the Electrical Concepts of Voltage and Current Held by Senior Electrical Engineering 
Students.” ASEE Annual Conference, 2013. 
 
Carnes, M.T., Streveler, R., “Conceptual Understanding of Electrical Phenomena: 
Patterns of Error in Senior Electrical Engineering Students’ Problem Solving.”  ASEE 
Annual Conference, 2011. 
 
Carnes, M.T., Diefes-Dux, H.A., “Evaluating Student Responses in Open-Ended 
Problems Involving Iterative Solution Development in Model Eliciting Activities 
(MEAs).”  ASEE Annual Conference, 2011. 
 
Strutz, M.L., Cawthorne, J.E., Ferguson, D.M., Carnes, M.T., “Returning Students in 
Engineering Education: Making a Case for ‘Experience Capital.’”  ASEE Annual 
Conference, 2011. 
 
Carnes, M.T., Diefes-Dux, H.A., Cardella, M., “Progression of Student Solutions 
over the Course of a Model-Eliciting Activity (MEA).”  40th ASEE/IEEE Frontiers in 









HONORS AND AWARDS         
 
European Patent Application # 06733843.4-1266 PCT/US2006002445, Electronic 
Indoor Air Quality Board for Air Conditioner Controller   2008 
 
Special Award for Extraordinary Accomplishment in Product Design, presented by 
Carrier Corporation after the completion of the design of Electronic control model 
#CEPL130416-03: Screw Compressor Protection Module.   1999 
 
Patent # 4,626,977, Regulated Power Supply for Video Display Apparatus 1986 
 
Selected in DoD-wide competition for WEPCOSE program, which provided  
a year of study toward the Masters degree at the University of Michigan 1981 
 
